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comment

A

s became increasingly clear
from the morning of Friday 24
June 2016 onwards, one of the
key battle lines in the debate over
the EU has been the ‘market’ versus
the ‘masses’. Capitalism in Britain,
Europe and the globe – in normal
times - does not like uncertainty
and instability. The vote to leave
was by and large not what it wanted
wherever it was. On the other hand,
the masses – well most of them - put
two fingers up to that.
Those that were aggrieved and
blamed the EU for many of their ills
were more motivated to vote than
those that favoured remain. Their
rejection of ‘paternalistic’ advice in

Plus ça change plus
c’est la même chose
order to ‘kick against the pricks’ has
come at a price – mostly obviously
the immediate economic turmoil
which threatens livelihoods and
increases costs of living. But just as
importantly, the political initiative
now lies overall with the rabid right
in the Conservatives and with UKIP.
This expresses the fundamental
contradiction at the heart of the
political dynamic embodied by the
referendum.
Many - but clearly far from all –
working class leave voters wanted
progressive change, expressed
through the simplistic notion that
they wanted control of their ‘country’
back from what they viewed as

ScottishLeftReview

an oppressive EU regime. They
wanted to exert control of their own
lives – or at least have their own
democratically elected politicians
doing so - thinking that leaving
the EU would give them that. They
also wanted not to do what they
were told by the dominant ‘political
class’ – the ‘class’ of politicians they
felt alienated from – as well as by
businesses and unions leaders. But
along with that came the xenophobia
and racism. What they have got now
is an insurgent rabid right that wants
to further deregulate the labour
market and dismantle the welfare
state while putting up new external
barriers.
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This testifies to the genesis of the
referendum coming from a battle
between different sections of the
right over how to organise and run
capitalism. It was always going to be
difficult for the left to get a look in on
this debate. Consider the position of
left ‘remainers’ – arguing to stay in
the EU for a version of the EU that is
not now or at any time imminently
on the table for negotiation.
This meant the most compelling
argument for remaining was merely
‘voting leave will only make things
worse’. Against the promises
of£350m a week extra for the NHS by
leaving, this was not a crowd pleaser.
‘Hope’ - even in a bastardised from lay with the leave side even though
there was precious little in the way of
progressive hope as embodied by the
‘yes’ side in the Scottish referendum.
But, of course, the dominant dynamic
has been different in Scotland from
most of the rest of Britain. Why so?
For all its faults and weaknesses, the
SNP was able to make it clear a vote
to leave would hand the political
initiative to the rabid right. Recalling
the longstanding notion that it would
protect ‘Scotland’s interests’ from
Tory dominated Westminster, the
SNP logically adapted this to the one
particular section of the Tories (and
UKIP). This was a more important
message (and with traction) than any
notion that voting to leave would
hasten independence for Scotland so
that this should tactically be chosen.
The big problem for any indyref2
is that, as with the Edinburgh
Agreement that paved the way for
the 18 September 2014 referendum,
there has to be political agreement
from Westminster otherwise any
poll will be deemed by critical forces
outside Scotland as illegitimate and
not lead to independence (as has
been the case in Catalonia). This is
regardless of what position Scotland
has to Europe and the EU (where the
vote in Scotland was maybe rather
less an endorsement of the EU than
a rejection of the alternative of
being outside it). And, of course, for
the SNP to even begin to formally
make the case for indyref2 has to be

sure that it can win it (which is not
yet clear). Much of this reticence
is explained by there not being
a direct mapping of pro-Scottish
independence votes onto ‘remain’
votes.
Labour continues its meltdown
as it increasingly clear there are
two parties within it – the Labour
Party outside Westminster led
by Corbyn and the Parliamentary
Labour Party plotters led by ‘new’
Labourites. Notwithstanding some
early unforced errors on their part,
the latest crisis for Corbyn and
McDonnell shows that they are still
prisoners of the past in as much as
the gift of leadership for less than
a year has not allowed them to
counter-Labour’s long prior decline.
The rejection of the late in the day
and lacklustre remain campaign of
Corbyn et al. by many ‘traditional’
Labour supporters in the middle and
north of England compounded an
existing trajectory of the alienation of
these supporters from their previous
party affiliation. The ‘free movement
of labour’ was not working for those
that tended to be older, poorer and
less educated and thus weaker in
the labour market. This is not to
suggest Corbyn and McDonnell’s
politics are ill-suited to the times but
that it will take a long-time under
more conducive circumstances for
them to bear political fruit. Internal
divisions and a possible snap general
election are not those conditions. So
in the likely coming general election
after another bout of ‘blue-onblue’ warfare until 2 September, it
is unlikely that Labour or a left-led
Labour will make any headway. That
makes the fall of the Tories (and
UKIP) improbable.
The left needs to re-examine its
attitude to the issue of the free
movement of labour. It is clearly
now working for low paid workers
and it is not good enough now to
say that all we need to do is make
sure union recognised wage rates
are upheld to stop under-cutting.
This is because unions are too weak.
For many (most obviously the selfprofessed ‘internationalists’ among
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the ‘remainers’ but also amongst
those against any border controls
whatsoever), it has become a
political principle in the context of
calls for immigration controls. This
tendency will only be heightened
by Tory Brexiteers seeking to end
the right to freedom of movement.
But we should not oppose that
just because it comes from the
Brexiteers. And, we should recall that
the right to freedom of movement
emanated from the creation of the
(EU) single market as part of a project
of creating a larger capitalist trading
base. Even with the ‘social chapter’,
it was still a capitalist project, not a
social democratic or socialist one.
The left’s attitude should start from
asking what situation makes workers
strong and better off and capital
weaker and worse off. Approaching
the issue in this way does not make
support from free movement of
labour as a shibboleth very sensible.
We are at the beginning of a
prolonged period of political and
economic crisis. The triggering of
Article 50 of Treaty has to come
from parliament (where 490/650
of the current MPs are for remain).
That suggests if the new leader of
the Tories is a Brexiter then another
general election is probably the
way to try to align parliament with
the referendum’s result so that
parliament can trigger Article 50. But
there will be many MPs (Tory and
Labour) who will be against holding
an election anytime soon given the
meltdown in their parties (as the
law on fixed term parliaments would
have to be overturned in parliament).
Thereafter, negotiations could take
up to two years at the minimum
to establish new agreements in
trade and other matters. What are
the options? Joining the European
Economic Area (the Norway model)
or umpteen bilateral agreements
(the Swiss model) are the most likely
routes after leaving the EU. Both
are replications of the EU so that
Brexiters might yet be disappointed
with the extent of their new found
‘freedoms’.

Where next for a divided kingdom?
Michael Keating analyses the new contours of politics

T

he outcome of the referendum
has left Britain deeply divided,
by age, class, education and
territory. These divisions are not new
but reflect emerging social cleavages
as the old divides of the industrial
age disappear. They will shape the
response of the political class to the
unexpected result.
Both sides in the referendum
debate sought to reconcile three
conflicting imperatives: economic
security; control of migration;
and sovereignty. Yet in so far as
economic security is linked to
membership of the single market, it
requires free movement of labour,
one of the main targets of the ‘leave’
campaign. During the campaign,
neither side was able to answer
these questions. Michael Gove, for
‘leave’, evoked a non-existent free
trade zone from Iceland to Turkey,
while David Cameron equivocated
on whether free movement could
be controlled at all. The ‘leave’ side’s
slogan of ‘Take Back Control’ simply
sidestepped the meaning of control
and sovereignty in the modern
world.
A striking feature of the campaign
was that the ‘leave’ side had
no plan at all for the aftermath
and no agreed alternative to EU
membership. It is now clear that
there are three quite distinct, and
irreconcilable, tendencies within
‘leave’.
One, the ‘Europe-lite’ group, favours
continued membership of the
European single market but without
the political union. The easiest of
these in the Norwegian option,
through the European Economic
Area. This allows full market access
(except in agriculture and fisheries)
but entails accepting the free
market rules, without a vote in their
making. Switzerland has a similar,
but more complex arrangement
that produces essentially the same
result, except that it excludes

financial services. It has been
pointed out many times that this
is a bad deal, but Norwegians and
Swiss now accept it as a political
compromise. Some politicians in
Britain suggest that this could be
combined with restrictions on free
movement but that looks unlikely.
When the Swiss voted against free
movement in a referendum in 2014,
it was suspended from the European
research area. Matters are now
on hold until the Swiss Parliament
passes the legislation to give effect
to the referendum vote. Yet some
‘leave’ campaigners are now looking
to this. It also has support, as the
least worst option among ‘remain’
supporters including Conservative
MPs and former Labour Prime
Minister, Gordon Brown.
A second tendency is the ‘Little
Englanders’, represented strongly
in UKIP. They oppose any privileged
link, economic or political, with
the EU and are English nationalists.
We know from survey evidence
that the growing number of people
who identify as English rather
than British are disproportionately
Eurosceptic. Little Englanders are
anti-globalisation and protectionist,
appealing to the losers from
globalisation in the post-industrial
cities as well as to nostalgia for an
imagined past. They strongly oppose
immigration, whether from Europe
or elsewhere and tend to confound
free movement of labour in Europe,
immigration from outside Europe,
and the refugee crisis. Nigel Farage’s
poster, showing refugees at the
border of Croatia, appealed to deepseated fears of the ‘Other’.
The third tendency is the Globalists,
whose complaint with the EU is
that it is not sufficiently globalised
but is protectionist, inward-looking
and over-regulated. They are
cosmopolitan, pro-free trade and
relaxed about migration. During
the last phase of the referendum
campaign, some Brexiteers

suggested that immigration might
not come down at all. Johnson
subsequently argued, to some
incredulity that immigration was
not what the campaign was about.
Globalists claim that the EU is a
dying trading block and want to
reach out to rising economic powers.
They also complain that regulation
(by which they usually mean social,
labour and environmental protection
rules) are holding the economy
back. A globalised Britain would
be a free-trading, lightly-regulated
competition state. Globalists oppose
any special link with Europe and
prefer Britain to make its own way
under the World Trade Organization.
Some would even abolish tariffs
unilaterally. This option at least
has the advantage of intellectual
coherence but would entail the
dismantlement of much of the
British and European system of
social protection and a race to the
bottom in social and environmental
standards.
These three tendencies have almost
nothing in common beyond the
repetitive slogan ‘Take Back Control’.
Little Englanders seek security and
protection, while Globalists are
for deregulation and competition.
During the campaign, they were
able to make common cause, with
Globalists agreeing that migration
from Europe held down wages; but
their own option would put Britain in
competition with much lower-wage
economies.
The Labour Party is convulsed in
its own leadership fight, which
also impinges on these issues.
The historic Euroscepticism on
the Labour left was not much in
evidence in the campaign. The
most prominent Labour ‘leave’
campaigners, on the contrary, came
from the party’s right. Labour,
however, has no clear vision of
Europe to challenge the prevailing
austerity wisdom. Instead of
promising help to marginalised
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referendum, the nationalists
proposed ‘Independence in Europe’
as part of an ‘independence-lite’
prospectus, which would avoid a
hard economic border between
Scotland and the rest of the UK
(rUK). Scotland now has the
option of another independence
referendum, which might allow
it to remain in the EU. The
constitutionality of this may be
questioned but not, arguably, the
political legitimacy. With Scotland in
the EU, however, and England out of
the single market and political union,
there could be a hard border with
England.

o

communities,
it has tagged along with the antiimmigration, which merely panders
to the idea that immigrants are the
cause of the crisis.
Scotland is also caught in a difficult
bind. In 2014 it voted to remain in
Britain by 55%. Last week, it voted
to remain in the EU by 62%. It has
now become impossible to be
within both unions. The Scottish
Government is engaged on an
inquiry into squaring the circle but
it is difficult to see this producing
anything of substance. Indeed, the
result of last week has made the
various middle grounds and third
ways that were previously canvassed
more difficult.
In the 2014 independence

On the other hand, if
the British ‘Europeans’
win the argument in
the coming months
and rUK retains some
form of access to the
single market, that would allow
Scotland to remain in both markets
and soften the border. This
would make independence
more viable. Indeed,
that scenario raises the
intriguing prospect that both the
rUK and Scotland could be in the
European market but with Scotland,
instead of the UK, having the seat at
the European councils.
The most difficult part of the
constitutional jigsaw could be
England. The English question
has risen in importance
in recent years, fuelled by
grievances over territorial
funding and English votes
for English Laws (EVEL).
This now aligns with Little
Englandism over Europe
and with the UKIP vote.
Marginalised communities in
the post-industrial towns of
England that feel left out by
globalisation will not take to a
government of Globalists. Nor
will working class voters rally
to Eton and Oxford educated
leaders or City traders. Labour
is losing these voters, as it has
already lost their equivalent
in Scotland, through its failure
to address their anxieties
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and their precarious position in a
changed world. While Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland have
their own governing institutions,
the English cities have been offered
only a top-down, managerialist
form of government (the ‘northern
powerhouses’), focused upon
growth more than social inclusion
and with scant attention to citizen
engagement.
There is a serious prospect here for
an English populist right movement
of the sort we see in other European
countries, with their mix of ethnic
nationalism, nativism, Europhobia,
protectionism and welfare
chauvinism. The extreme right has
never been a serious force in British
politics but there have been bursts
of support in the 1930s, the 1970s
and the 1990s. There is no reason to
think that the British are naturally
immune to it.
Michael Keating is Professor
of Politics at the universities of
Aberdeen and Edinburgh, Director of
the Centre on Constitutional Change
and Senior Fellow in the UK in a
Changing Europe programme.
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Beware the Brexit bogey
Grahame Smith looks at the economic outcomes of Brexit

A

lthough the result of the
EU referendum came as a
surprise to many in hindsight,
it’s clear the writing was on the wall.
While some will rush to judge, it is
important time is taken to properly
consider why people voted as they
did, and to do so in a way that
goes beyond the sort of superficial
analysis that characterised the
campaign.
There is little doubt that many
people feel alienated from political
institutions and disillusioned
by their failure to address basic
issues, including the right to work,
the security of employment, fair
treatment in the workplace, and
access to quality public services.
The ‘leave’ campaign cynically and
ruthlessly exploited these genuine
concerns.
EU migrant workers were used as
scapegoats for Britain’s obvious
economic shortcomings, and as
cover for the unwillingness of many
right wing ‘leavers’ to admit to the
failure of the neo-liberal, austerity
driven, tax cutting, deregulating
policies that they support and that
have had devastating impact on
working class communities.
Much will depend on how the
political environment adjusts,
influenced by the election of a new
Tory PM, the Labour leaders’ future,
whether or not there is a general
election and, of course, the outcome
of Brexit negotiations with the EU.
However, in the short term, the
economic consequences are likely to
be severe and to have most impact
on those working class communities
that voted ‘leave’.
If the referendum result was not
predictable, the market response
to it, including falls in share prices,
Sterling’s collapse, and downgrading
of Britain’s credit rating, were.
Although the markets have settled,
the impact of continued volatility
is far from being academic for

workers, as effects feed through into
pension scheme deficits, corporate
acquisitions, investment decisions
and living standards.
While some exporters will benefit
from Sterling’s weakness, it is
unlikely to make much difference
to exports overall, due to our poor
productivity and lack of Eurozone
demand - our main export market.
For many of our key exporters who
are reliant on higher priced imports,
the effects will offset. After the 2008
financial crisis, Sterling dropped by
around 20%. It took exports three
years to start to rise and only timidly
- and they have stagnated since.
The increase in the price of imported
items will push up inflation and
suppress real wages and domestic
demand, with a consequent impact
on jobs. Workers may feel the effects
quickly, particularly those travelling
abroad on holiday. With growth
currently very weak in Scotland
and employment falling rapidly,
as a consequence of the falling
the oil price, the now unavoidable
extended period of uncertainty is
the last thing the Scottish economy
needs.
Given the exaggerated claims about
Brexit’s economic impact, caution
should be applied in predicting what
might happen now. However, it is
difficult to ignore the warnings of a
range of respected commentators
and even the most ardent ‘leavers’
now accept there’ll be short-term
problems.
We have already heard the likes
of Goldman Sachs, Vodaphone
and Siemens talking about the
threat Brexit poses to their British
operations. In the medium to
long-term, such talk might come
to nothing. In the short-term, it
stokes uncertainty, which threatens
investment and the jobs it maintains
and creates.

be to abandon austerity, invest
in public services and improve
employment rights and social
protection for all workers. That’s
unlikely to be the approach of the
new Tory leadership.
Osborne’s decision to now abandon
eradicating the deficit might
have been nothing more than
opportunism, given that he was
unlikely to achieve it anyway. But it
shouldn’t be taken as a sign that the
Tories might ease up on austerity for
the new Tory leadership might be
to the right of current incumbents
and their approach could be harsher,
particularly if market volatility is
prolonged.
There is no reason to believe ‘leave’
claims that short-term pain will
produce long-term gain. There is
no dividend to be gained through
abandoning the EU. There will be no
access to the single market without
free movement of people, and
neither should there be, and there
will be no quick and easy trade deals
with major trading partners.
The idea disadvantaged communities
will have their EU funding replaced
by funds repatriated after Brexit
is fanciful. There is no political
advantage to be gained by a
Westminster Government doing so.
First-past-the-post means voters in
marginal constituencies in 'middle
England' who matter and not
working class constituencies in the
north.
Tory leadership candidates will not
be the ones to suffer disastrous
economic consequences of the
‘leave’ duplicity. Tragically, it will
be the ‘ordinary, decent people’ to
whom Farage cynically dedicated the
‘leave’ victory to that will pay the
price.
Grahame Smith is the general
secretary of the Scottish Trades
Union Congress (STUC)

The correct response to this should
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Brexit and the public sector in Scotland
Robert McMaster charts the political ramifications

T

he EU referendum outcome
is a watershed moment in
political history. The campaign
was typified by scaremongering on
both sides. ‘Leave’ concentrated
on immigration and the cost of
EU membership in the crassest of
ways, while the ‘Remain’ campaign
relaunched ‘Project Fear’, which
lurched from one exaggerated claim
to another. ‘Remain’ also enlisted a
host of world leaders, establishment
figures and many well-known private
sector companies. In this respect it
seemed to represent the political
establishment and elite in a way that
‘Leave’ did not (perhaps, for some,
explaining part of its appeal).
The campaign was captured by a
right-wing narrative, in part due to
mainstream media rhetoric and the
consequent disregard for a more
progressive debate. There was a
case for ‘Lexit’, which was seldom
heard. For some the referendum
represented being caught between
a rock and a hard place. On the
one hand, a UK government and
state apparatus that has been
administering almost undiluted
neoliberalism for decades, and on
the other an EU captured by German
social liberalism (where the state is
seen as subservient to the market,
and should be supportive of the
market as a means of attaining some
theoretical ideal).
So what does Brexit imply for the
public sector? Arguably, most
economists – both mainstream
and heterodox – have reached a
rare consensus on the potentially
damaging economic implications of
Brexit stemming from turbulence
in financial markets impacting on
consumer and producer confidence
with subsequent adverse knock-on
effects on investment, aggregate
demand, and growth, which would
likely increase unemployment,
employment precariousness, and
further deflate incomes.

But these insightful commentaries
tend to analyse the macro-economic
impact – the economy as a whole –
and trade, and do not focus on the
public sector per se. Nonetheless,
there may be potentially significant
implications for the public sector.
However, these implications are not
necessarily obvious as the public
sector is largely the responsibility
of the either British or Scottish
governments.
It is perhaps worth offering a
definition of the public sector,
namely, those production activities
wholly or partly owned by the state,
or agencies of the state, such as
Scottish Water. Following decades
of neo-liberalism, such activities are
mainly confined to the welfare state,
such as education and health care
services, and local authority services.
Nonetheless, it is richly ironic that
technically a significant proportion
of the financial sector remains in the
public sector following the bailout of
banks several years ago.
Given this, in my estimation Brexit
may impact on the public sector
through changes to current EU
law and regulations governing
competition in the single market and
public procurement, and the fiscal
policy context, which may have a
number of manifestations, such as
cuts to university research funding
opportunities. I take each of those
areas in turn.
Many public sector activities are
subject to competitive tendering
in the EU. The EU’s intention is
to ensure that there is a single
market that generates business
opportunities throughout itself and
offers transparency over service
costs as well as promoting efficiency
through competition. This is based
on mainstream economic theory,
which associates competition with
efficiency – even if this competition
is for the right to monopoly
provision. The most recent example
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in Scotland is the success of
the state-owned ferry operator,
Caledonian MacBrayne in retaining
its franchise.
EU law and regulations stipulate
that where services are subject to
competitive tendering workers’
conditions should be protected.
TUPE (Transfer of Undertakings
(Protection of Employment)) ensures
that should any business or public
sector activity be transferred, or
contracted out workers’ existing
conditions of employment should be
fundamentally retained.
This EU regulation is enshrined as
law in Britain. Arguably, there is
a presumption that public sector
activities should be subject to
competition in the single market.
Caledonian MacBrayne is a case
in point, where the Scottish
Government maintained that it had
no alternative but to tender for ferry
services, given its understanding of
EU law.
Nonetheless, the legal framework
is subject to Teckal and Hamburg
exemptions. In particular, Teckal
applies where a contracting
authority deals with an entity
established by that authority
(or in conjunction with other
authorities). Thus, local or regional
government authorities could
conceivably contract with bodies
they have established without the
need for tendering. Such is the
regulatory context. This, of course
has been subject to differences of
interpretation. The issue is whether
at some point in the future a postBrexit Government would seek to
repeal TUPE and close the Teckal
exemption in its quest to pursue
‘efficiency’, or privatisation of public
services by the back door.
Examining the recent record of
British governments – Labour,
Coalition, and Conservative –
tends to suggest that the abolition
of ‘Brussels red tape’ would be

been as fundamentally misguided
as Western governments’ pursuit of
austerity.

an appealing option for a neoliberal post-Brexit Government.
The previous Labour Government
extended the private finance
initiative to disastrous effect on
local authority and NHS budgets.
In 2012, the Coalition Government
introduced the Health and Social
Care Act in England, which repealed
the duty of central government
to provide universal health care.
Instead, this duty assumed by
various ‘commissioning groups’.
The legislation is predicated on the
mantra of ‘consumer choice’ and
competition.

public services would be leaving
itself exposed to potentially
crippling litigation. With the full
implementation of TTIP, the EU
would in effect be undermining its
own regulations around TUPE. There
has been extensive debate around
the possibilities of exempting large
parts of public services from TTIP.
The current British Government
has resisted calls for the NHS to be
exempted. Nonetheless, there are
signs that the EU position is shifting;
for instance, the French Government
appears to seeking to dilute TTIP
proposals.

The trajectory of privatisation
is further strengthened by the
proposed trade agreement
between the USA and the EU – the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP). It relates to three
broad areas: access to markets,
regulation of business activities,
and principles over modes of cooperation, for example relating to
energy and raw materials, such
as fracking. In short, TTIP has
been criticised on the grounds
that it further empowers large
corporations. For instance, public
service activities, such as the NHS
are the focus of market access for
US corporations since the barriers
to trade between the EU and the US
are already very low.

Again, the issue is whether a
post-Brexit Britain would seek to
avoid, or even miss out on TTIP (as
Obama effectively inferred with his
argument that Brexit would mean
that Britain would be at the ‘back of
the investment queue’), or whether
it could negotiate a better deal than
the EU. Given the current political
situation, it is hard to envisage that
a neo-liberal post-Brexit government
would do anything other than
embrace TTIP as a means of
promoting free trade in an attempt
to stimulate economic growth. By
the same token, it is equally hard
to imagine that such a government
would have the same negotiating
strength as the EU.

The presumption entailed by TTIP
is that there should be access
to public services by alternative
providers. Again, the assumption
is that competition will ensure
a more ‘efficient outcome’. Any
government attempting to resist
such a competitive threat to its

Government budget deficits
and debt are highly desirable
in situations of recessions and
economic fragility. Deficits stimulate
demand, generate employment, and
increase the wealth of the private
sector. States that issue their own
currency, and do not peg its value
to another currency cannot be
bankrupted: they can simply conjure
more money (witness the various
‘quantitative easing’ programmes
in Britain and elsewhere). It is one
of the abiding myths of mainstream
economics that government debt
has to be retired.
Yet there is little to suggest that
a post-Brexit British government
would contemplate abandoning
standard economic thinking
on this. Thus, given a possible
contraction in demand following
a loss of consumer and producer
confidence further austerity would
be a significant probability. In this
context the public sector in Scotland
and Britain would be subject to
further fiscal retrenchment and
privatisation.
Of course, much of the foregoing
is speculative and should therefore
be treated with caution. However,
the argument is based on the
recent policy trajectories of EU and
British governments. On this basis,
assuming the current constitutional
configuration, the outlook for
the public sector and its services
in Scotland is, to say the least,
challenging.
Robert McMaster is professor of
political economy at the University of
Glasgow

Further backdoor privatisation may
be irresistible to such a post-Brexit
government following the misguided
mainstream economic nostrum of
a balanced government budget.
Indeed, Britain has been committed
by Osborne to generate government
budget surpluses. There can surely
be little in modern history that has
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45% + 62% = indyref2?
Tommy Sheppard says new political opportunity may be opening up

T

he world changed on 23
June 23. As England and
Wales voted to leave the EU,
Scotland voted to remain. Every
part of Scotland, across every age
and class divide. So now there
is a constitutional dilemma. In
2014, Scotland voted to stay in
the UK. Two years later, and by a
bigger majority, we voted to stay
in Europe. As things stand both of
these things can’t be done and so
the search is on to see if this circle
can be squared.
And if it can’t then the only
option which may allow that
pro-European aspiration to be
delivered is for Scotland to become
a self-governing nation. To be
clear, we are not necessarily on the
road to a second independence
referendum – but we might be. It’s
time to fill the tank and check the
engine so that we are ready if and
when the time comes to put the
machine in gear.
We simply do not know what
options may emerge. The EU in the
past has been flexible in finding
ways to deal with new situations
– and it is not impossible that a
way can be found to have special
status which would allow us to
keep our European passports as
our neighbours to the south give
up theirs. Matters are not made
easy by the disarray in the British
government post Brexit. No-one, it
seems, had a plan for this, and noone is coming up with one anytime
soon. The principles that will
underpin a British departure from,
and its future relationship with,
the EU will not be settled until the
internal debate in the Tory party is
resolved.
We must insist that delivering the
wishes of the Scottish people for
a different relationship is part of
the Brexit negotiations when they

start. And in preparation for that,
options can be explored over the
next three months whilst the UK
government struggles out of its
current paralysis.
Whatever those options are, it is
likely that they will require political
will, not just here but also in
Brussels and Westminster, to have
any chance of implementation.
There is always the risk that a new
Tory administration will simply
put two fingers up to any possible
hybrid solution and say it is taking
Scotland out of the EU no matter
what.
It is crucial at this time that those
who see independence as the way
forward engage with those who
voted ‘no’ in 2014 about how to
move on from here. If we reach
the point, as I think we will, that
an evaluation has to be made and
independence is the only option
left standing, then the range of
people involved in reaching that
conclusion must be as wide as
possible.
Whatever happens, the simple
truth is that the UK people voted
to be part of in 2014 will no longer
exist. That in itself will change
minds. In the same way you can
get your money back if the goods
are faulty, so many will want their
vote back if the deal has changed.
I’m aware, of course, that opinion
is divided on the left, and within
the independence movement, on
the question of the EU itself - with
a significant minority against.
Indeed, it seems that just over
a third of SNP supporters voted
to leave last month. Should
people who voted to leave the EU
support a future proposal for an
independent Scotland that stays
within it? It’s time to get real. Of
course, they should.
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The possibility of a second
referendum is predicated upon the
constitutional outrage of Scotland
being taken out of the EU against
the wishes of the people who live
here. The principle at stake is not
whether the EU is a good or a
bad thing but whether the wishes
of the people of Scotland are
respected. That is not to say that if
there is the opportunity to change
the proposed relationship between
an independent Scotland and the
EU for the better we should not
seize it.
Independence is and always has
been about the right to choose.
Those who want an independent
Scotland to be outside the EU
can argue that case once we
have independence. To sabotage
the prospect of self-government
because they disagree with
the current majority opinion in
Scotland would be an extraordinary
act of collective self-harm.
Tommy Sheppard is the (SNP) MP
for Edinburgh East.
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Confederacy of the British Isles
Bob Thomson outlines the case for a just constitutional settlement

T

he problem with referenda
is that politicians decide the
question(s) as this suits their
own short-term party and personal
agendas. This limits choice for an
electorate often forced to vote
for propositions which are more
extreme than desired. In the Scottish
independence referendum, a third
question on more radical devolution
would anecdotally have received
majority support. Many of us in the
Scottish Labour Party argued for this
but lack of foresight and interference
from the Westminster big guns such
as Brown and Darling scuppered this.
In the EU referendum, a third
option of negotiating changes
including, and I say this reluctantly,
a temporary cessation of freedom of
movement, failing which exit within
a time frame, may have succeeded
and prevented Britain being badly
divided into countries, regions and
communities.
This divide shows that you
cannot separate economic and
social issues from constitutional
issues of decentralisation and
self-determination. The EU vote
has raised other constitutional
questions. Is the vote binding on
Westminster? Can the Northern
Ireland and Welsh Assemblies
or Scottish Parliament veto
Westminster legislation abolishing
EU rights contained in devolved
legislation? Can they hold their
own referenda? Does there have to
be a general election after such a
profound constitutional decision?
The answers to all are we don’t
know.
Britain has an ‘unwritten
constitution’. These imprecisions
favour politicians, who can interpret
it to suit their own interests. This
gives little protection or mechanisms
for citizens to enforce rights. And,
of course, none of this ‘unwritten
constitution’ is embedded and a
Westminster government with a tiny

majority could abolish the Human
Rights Act, as this Tory Government
intends, or indeed abolish the
devolved governments if they
get too uppity. That the ‘Mother
of Parliaments’ does not have a
written constitution is a democratic
disgrace and highlights the failure of
generations of political leaders.
Another democratic deficit is the
absence of a fair, proportional voting
system. It is wrong that UKIP got
13% of votes and the Greens 4% in
the last general election but only
one seat each. In a democracy, every
citizen’s vote must count or many
will disengage from the process and
some seek other avenues. Also, first
past the post sees parties tailoring
their policies to suit a handful of
marginals, mainly in London and the
South while ignoring the needs of
the majority.

YES
In Scotland, there is growing
demand for another independence
referendum with the exception of a
diminishing band of unionists. The
Scottish Labour Party, not before
time, has changed its position and
is looking at a federal system which
they think may keep us in the EU.
They have also not said a definite
‘no’ to another referendum. With
the devolved governments, the UK
has a de facto federal system but not
one enshrined in any constitution.
A formal federal system would be
too little too late and has an obvious
defect, on reserved matters, England
with 90% of the electorate would

dominate and easily outvote the
other countries. This would be
unacceptable in Scotland.
The SNP Scottish Government
is reluctant to hold another
referendum without reasonable
confidence of success but there are
time imperatives with negotiations
about Scotland’s and the UK’s
future with the EU negotiations.
Many Scots are apprehensive of
severing all links with the rest of
Britain. Those of us on the left have
solidarity with workers and their
families whether they live in Shotts
or Sunderland.
A third option on any referendum on
the future of Scotland should include
a confederal arrangement with the
rest of Britain. In a confederacy, each
constituent country is autonomous
with agreed matters such as
defence, foreign affairs and macroeconomics reserved but with the
proviso that these must be decided
by unanimous agreement of all
constituent countries.
Such radical self-determination
could satisfy the desires of most
nationalists, reduce divisions and
prevent gridlock on urgent economic
and social issues while constitutional
issues are argued interminably. This
could allow Scotland to remain part
of the EU, if we so decide, with a
similar arrangement to those of
Denmark and Greenland. Northern
Ireland and Wales might seek the
same relationship in the future and,
who knows, this could lead to closer
ties with Eire. There are a lot of ifs
and buts, uncertainties and detail
required but no more than we face
just now. One thing is certain - the
present constitutional settlement is
unfit for purpose.
Bob Thomson is a retired union
official and a past chairman and
treasurer of the Scottish Labour
Party. He was active in Labour for
Independence during the 2014
Scottish independence referendum.
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Mass migration and Brexit’s philistine
threats
Peter Lomas argues restricting migration will be for capital’s benefit

M

ass migration into Western
Europe today comprises
several main groups. First,
refugees from conflict in, primarily,
Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan. They
have rights under international law
to temporary residence in Europe,
but nothing more. Second are
non-EU economic migrants, mostly
fleeing rural sub-Saharan societies
undermined by a half-century
of drought and desertification,
inadequate resources and
investment, and growing Islamic
extremism. Increased political
instability since the 2011 Arab
uprisings has also led many from
north and east Africa to cross the
Mediterranean. These are the ‘push’
factors behind recent mass migration
towards Europe. The ‘pull’ factors
are European order and prosperity,
and geographical proximity.
Non-EU economic migrants, like
refugees, have no EU employment
rights. Overwhelmingly, they are
young men from conservative
societies - the women and old left
behind to look after the home.
Refugees, meanwhile, are more
likely to include whole families. But
household breakdown is always
a danger, either as the cause or
consequence of migration from
weakened, unsettled societies. So
as Anne Hammerstad (‘Population
movement and its impact on world
politics’ in Beeson and Bisley (eds.)
Issues in 21st Century World Politics,
Palgrave, 2010) put it ‘the distinction
between different categories of
migrants ... has become increasingly
blurred’. But her conclusion does
not follow that ‘the combination
of youthful and fast-growing
populations in many parts of
the global South, and an ageing
population in many parts of the
North, will ensure that a relatively
high level of migration remains

desirable for both sending and host
countries for the foreseeable future.’
No freedom of choice is involved in
this impersonal, kill-two-birds-withone-stone idea of ‘sending’ Southern
bodies Northwards; and no amount
of financial remittances will repair
social breakdown in the South, or
remove ingrained corruption there.
The Brexit vote will not influence
the ‘push’ factors behind Southern
mass migration, but may displace
all migrants to the rest of Europe - a
British NIMBY vote, in effect.
In my view the only decent and
workable policy now is to rebuild
conflict-torn and impoverished
Southern societies so that economic
emigration, at least, ceases to
appear a desirable life-choice
within them. Many migrants should
go the other way, from North to
South, as we pay our own young
and skilled citizens to go abroad on
technical assistance - to provide the
infrastructure and education which
Southern societies lack (foreign
investment would then follow more
easily). South-to-North migration
should be confined to dedicated,
temporary trainees; it is immoral for
us to have more Malawian nurses
in the NHS than in Malawi. These
socially-stabilising proposals would
require an increase in Northern aid
from its standard post-colonial level
- 0.7% of GNP - to at least 5%, from
all OECD donor-countries, for at
least 20 years. (Nordic societies have
consistently maintained this level of
donation until now.)
A third group of mass migrants is
low-skilled EU citizens, moving eastwest from poorer member-countries
like Romania: leaving behind
ruined, uncompetitive, low-paying
economies and mass unemployment
following the failure of what passed
for communism. Brexit will deprive
these migrants of permanent rights
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to work in the UK (though perhaps
with a staggered effect for reasons
of economic stability). Meanwhile,
a theoretical advantage of the
Brexiteers’ planned ‘points-based
Australian system’ for immigrants
is that it could raise skill-levels in
the UK economy at large. But not
in the population at large. The
scheme is a bosses’ initiative to fix
the labour market further in their
interest – not to train compatriots.
It’s a parsimonious, anti-union
model, concealed by the rhetoric
of ‘taking back control’ from the
European Union. Its success will be
shown by more, and more British,
millionaire-gangmasters boasting
that they ‘provide work’ for cooks
and chauffeurs.
No-one in the world ‘provides work’
as such. Work is more simply what
needs doing (mostly for profit). In
all civilised societies, defining its
precise aims and conditions is a
direct government duty, and beyond
that, a general ethical choice. Now
the bare ribs of selfish economics
are showing in Britain, under the
strain of external pressures. It is up
to the EU authorities, and those of
us who would Remain to co-operate
with them, to respond decisively to
Brexit’s philistine threats.
Dr Lomas is author of ‘Unnatural
States: The International System and
the Power to Change’ (Piscataway,
NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2014).

As the ramifications of
Brexit and what shape
it will take are still to
become fully clear,
Scottish Left Review will
continue its coverage of
the issues over the next
few editions.

Pulling in different directions
Peter Lynch sketches out the new topography of politics

T

hree points stand out in
relation to the EU referendum,
and which partly explain the
territorial differentiation of the
results in a fragmented Britain.
First, remember what Britain has
become over recent decades – a
more complex political system vis-àvis elections, parties, identities and
governments. We may retain the
first-past-the-post electoral system
for one level of elections but we
now have multi-level politics and
multi-party politics with numerous
devolved institutions, weak regional
representation for England in British
structure (‘northern powerhouses’
have yet to emerge) and a lot more
than two-party politics at elections.
The referendum helped to give voice
to some of these differences during
the campaign and importantly, in the
post-result period too.
UKIP election successes in 2014
and 2015 in England were actually
portents of what was to come rather
than sporadic developments. Results
in Scotland from 2007 onwards have
shown a more fragmented British
picture that became catastrophic
for Labour as a Britain-wide party.
Northern Ireland, meantime,
has always had a different party
pattern, whilst Wales became more
Eurosceptic with the 2016 election
whilst still having a prominent
nationalist party.
Two-party Britain has been under
threat for some time and recent
results – even the 2010-15 coalition
– demonstrate that. At the same
time, there has been a developing
territorial politics around identity,
devolution and Europe that was
on display during and after the EU
referendum – with EVEL after the
2014 referendum - and seems set
to be a prominent feature of British
politics for some time.
Second, referendums are not like
elections. There is a binary choice
and voters can vote according to

party or be free and ignore what
their party tells them – though this is
complicated when parties campaign
on both sides of an issue. Of course,
when voters become detached from
parties this can have continuing
effects beyond a referendum –
which we recognize from Scottish
Labour’s electoral problems after
2014 and in the current period too in
parts of England.
Third, it is important to ignore
simplistic arguments about voting
behaviour at the referendum,
especially around race and
immigration. Sections of the media
have been more than happy to
blame working class Labour voters
in the North for the ‘leave’ vote,
without actually inquiring why this
was the case or why working class
voters in some other parts of the UK
voted ‘remain’. Focusing narrowly
on immigration in itself as a cultural
phenomenon is also not particularly
instructive. Rather, immigration
needs to be situated in the context
of political disengagement and
poor representation, open labour
markets, insecure employment
opportunities, austerity and lack of
public investment in communities
when it comes to housing, training
opportunities etcetera.
So, in reality there are all sorts
of patterns of voters supporting
‘remain’ and ‘Brexit’ though, as
yet, we don’t have good voter
data on the result in Scotland. We
do have some basic details of the
demographics at the British level
in relation to social class, age etc.,
which all tells a mixed picture (see
Lord Ashcroft polling and YouGov).
Look at the social group AB who
voted 43% ‘leave’, versus the 36% of
DE group who voted ‘remain’, and
you realise voting patterns are much
more complex than media portrayal.
Scotland voted convincingly ‘remain’
but a large section of it voted ‘leave’
and they were spread across parties
and demographic groups too.

Of course, where the territorial
patterning of results does matter
is in the post-referendum political
landscape of a Scotland and
Northern Ireland that were ‘remain’
(along with London) and England
and Wales that were clearly ‘leave’.
How this plays out is difficult to
tell but as all three ‘remain’ areas
have elected assemblies and
governments, with representation
in the British and Irish Council and
some international presence, then
you realise there’s an awful lot of
politics to come to determine who
actually leaves the EU and whether
Britain remains united or sees more
referendums or special status areas
that defy Brexit.
A final point is worth keeping in
mind too. Westminster elections are
not in the gift of the Prime Minister.
Instead, they are determined
by the Fixed Term Parliaments
Act of 2011 and a ‘snap’ general
election requires a 2/3s majority
in the House of Commons. So, for
all the talk of an early election, it
would require cross-party support
in a period in which both the
Conservatives and Labour have
much to lose. The Conservatives
have a slim majority and are in a
fragile condition following a divisive
referendum. Labour has been in
complete meltdown and faces the
prospect of losing northern seats
to UKIP in significant numbers due
to the EU referendum and the fact
it has become so out of tune with
its core voters. There is definitely
trouble ahead for Labour in its
heartlands – with 27% of its voters
from 2015 intending to desert the
party - though Labour’s problems
were evident before 23 June.
Peter Lynch is senior lecturer in
politics at the University of Stirling
and is currently working on a book
looking at referendums.
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Named Persons – making children safer?
Professor Iain Ferguson argues a bad situation will be made worse

A

mong his many contributions,
community worker and
former academic Bob
Holman, whose death last month
is a huge loss to Scottish society,
encouraged local people in
Easterhouse where he lived and
worked to write about their lives and
experiences. Some of these writings
were collected by Bob and published
in 1998 in a book entitled Faith in
the Poor. Here is Carol’s story:
When Miranda was still a baby,
social work got her to a nursery
every day. I had to go as well. They
wanted to see how I acted with her.
I had a nice flat, I did not starve her,
they could not get me for neglect,
so they made me attend to watch
me. There is nothing worse than
somebody else telling you what to do
with your baby. You are constantly
under their supervision. I had to go
there, I could not relax. It was not
a placement for Miranda to learn,
it was a placement for me. They
never saw me at home. I was still
on tablets. They never provided the
kind of day care which gave me a
break. They never helped me get
a fire guard. Did not see if I was
cooking properly. I did not realize
that I had a say in the matter. I took
it for granted that because I was a
single parent I had to do what they
wanted. They never told me my
rights. I had umpteen social workers.
They did not help me to cope, they
just decided they would remove
Miranda. I just wanted someone to
talk to.
That was almost twenty years
ago. As most will acknowledge,
the situation facing social workers
today who want to work in a
different, more supportive way
with parents like Carol is even more
challenging. Ever-higher caseloads,
fewer resources, a huge increase
in bureaucracy and time spent in
front of a computer, and a continual
emphasis on ‘risk’ rather than
addressing people’s needs, often

means they have very little time to
spend with children and families.

come to us feel more supportive.
(Herald 4 March 2009).

The Named Person Scheme, which
comes into force in August and
which will assign every child in
Scotland a Named Person (usually a
midwife, health visitor, or teacher)
is undoubtedly well-intentioned.
In reality, however, by hugely
increasing the level of surveillance
of predominantly poor families,
it may make things worse. Rather
than reducing the levels of mistrust
between professionals and parents
like Carol, it is likely to increase
them. At the same time, it will place
major statutory responsibilities on
those in the Named Person Role who
are then likely to be held responsible
if a child is harmed.

She was right – and the danger is
that Named Persons will increase
that suspicion.

Of course, professionals should be
encouraged to share information
when there have concerns about a
child’s welfare, as already happens
under current GIRFEC (Getting it
Right for Every Child) policy. But,
as Maggie Mellon, Vice-President
of the British Association of Social
Workers has argued, the idea that
the solution to the problem of child
abuse lies in case-working every
child in Scotland is a non-starter.
That said, there are things we could
do to make Scotland’s children
safer. Firstly, we could adopt a
model of community social work
where workers have the time
and the resources to get to know
communities and to work in a
supportive way with local people
and organisations. . Following the
tragic death of Dundee toddler
Brandon Muir, in 2009, Professor
Brigid Daniel commented:
I think it does ask questions as to
why we have ended up with a social
work system that people are nervous
to approach. It is seen as more of a
threat … There is a suspicion of the
system and it is a challenge to all of
us. We need to find out what needs
to be done to make people who
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Secondly, we need to address the
causes of child harm and neglect.
On the one hand, that means
radical policies to challenge the
kind of poverty that means that
in Scotland 2016 more people use
food banks than ever before. On
the other, it means that both the
SNP government and local councils
– Labour and SNP – have to start
resisting Westminster cuts instead
of simply passing them on, resulting
in the closure of valuable preventive
services and bigger caseloads for
staff as a result of ‘efficiency savings’.
That’s where the real risk to children
lies.
Professor Iain Ferguson is emeritus
professor of social work at the
University of the West of Scotland

Unjustly treated –
the Named Persons scheme
Brigid Daniel says there is utility to the scheme

F

or Scotland’s Children: Better
Integrated Children's Services
was published under a Labour
and Liberal Democrat coalition in
2001. It described a fragmented
landscape for services, with
children and families confused
about who they could turn to
for help and lack of cooperation
between professionals. It called
for integrated, child-centred
services and recommended ‘... that
every child should have a named
individual who can function as
the main point of information/
reference for the child, and who
can coordinate arrangements for
considering whether other, more
specialist services are required for
the small proportion of children who
will need these.’ Later in 2004, the
Children’s Charter, which had been
developed on the basis of extensive
consultation with children, included
the pledge that ‘you will have … a
named person to help you.’ A review
of the Scottish Children’s Hearing
System was also underway.
Hearings should be reserved for
circumstances where there
is a need for a compulsory
supervision order – but the
system was over-loaded
with referrals from
professionals seeking
support for children
and families that could
have been provided
earlier without
compulsion.
These strands contributed
to the development of
Getting it right for every
child (GIRFEC) in 2005. The
‘named person’ is one
part of what was
conceived
as an
integrated system
whereby support

is offered as far as possible on a
voluntary basis by universal services
with targeted services reserved for
situations where they are absolutely
necessary. A ‘pathfinder’ trial of
GIRFEC was positively evaluated and
all was set for the implementation
of a potentially innovative and
comprehensive system of support
and protection for children more
akin to Northern European universal
welfare-based models than the
residual risk driven investigative
systems of the Britain and North
America.
So what went wrong? Why has the
‘named person’ become the target
for such anger, costly legal challenge
and media frenzy? It was used by
both the right and left during the
UK parliamentary elections as a
line of attack on the SNP. It has
been simultaneously castigated by
the right as the manifestation of
overbearing state intrusion into the
sanctity of family life and by the left
as sinister state control of families.
The media have taken advantage
of the death of Liam Fee to link
the named person role with child
protection and all has contributed
to a climate of fear and suspicion.
The discourse of support has
been trumped by the discourse of
surveillance.
Undoubtedly, there was a lack
of leadership from the Scottish
Government after the Highland
pathfinder and momentum slowed.
Local authorities and health
boards began to roll out GIRFEC
in different ways and with varying
levels of enthusiasm. However,
implementation was patchy and,
in some places, slow. This limbo
continued under the SNP regime,
but ultimately, perhaps because of
the inconsistent implementation,
GIRFEC was built into legislation.

One concern is that there are not
enough health visitors in place to
deliver on the promise of a named
person for every child. Some
teachers are anxious about the
implications of yet another demand
on their time– although it endorses
the kind of pastoral support many
have always provided. Some have
highlighted the danger of spreading
resources too thinly and losing sight
of those who most need help – but
these are resource issues. Why don’t
they lead to a clamour for more, not
fewer, resources for children? Or
perhaps this is actually the ‘othering’
process - only certain ‘types’ of
parents need support, and they
must be obvious to spot.
And the conflation of the named
person with child protection is a
red herring, for many years now all
professionals working with children,
whether ‘named persons’ or not,
have been very clear about the need
to protect children from harm.
The legislation is not compelling
parents to seek help. Rather, it is
compelling professionals to provide
it where required. Perhaps, it may
never be possible for children’s
services to shake off the stigma
resulting from years as a residual
rather than a universal service. It
isn’t the same with other universal
services – parents are not compelled
to take healthy children to hospital,
but society certainly expects all sick
children to be treated. Why are we
so unwilling to accept the same
principle for child wellbeing?
Brigid Daniel is professor of social
work at the University of Stirling
and Director of the Centre for Child
Wellbeing and Protection
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Being a socialist tribune
New MSP, Richard Leonard, tells us what he stands for

I

t was the great Aneurin Bevan
who defined the role of a Labour
Parliamentary representative not
to plead mercy for the poor but to
get political power for the masses.

their CVs and look for alternative
work, despatched a team to Manila
to present a robust case for keeping
these jobs and this factory in
Scotland.

And so as a newly elected Labour
representative, I make no bones
about it - my first priority is not to
work for power to be shifted from
one Parliament and one set of
politicians to another, whether that
be in Brussels, London or Edinburgh.
My first priority is to work for power
to be shifted back to the people.
This is most important of all in
our economy where we need a
fundamental movement in power
from those who own the wealth to
those who through their hard work
and endeavour create it.

Only time will tell if the campaign
succeeds but it is a good example
of a different future worth fighting
for because there is an alternative
to market forces and a role for
Government in providing it. In its
wake and that of the crisis in the
steel industry, there has also been
a reawakening of the sleeping giant
of industrial policy, and a challenge
to the indifference and complacency
which in my view has come to beset
the Scottish Parliament in the face of
chronic mass unemployment.

Just days after my election, I came
across a graphic local illustration of
why this must be a central demand.
Twelve months ago the Tannoy
factory at Shawhead was sold to a
millionaire based in the Philippines.
The new owner now wants to close
the factory down and move the
work to China, throw the people
working there on the dole, and
remove another important pillar of
Scotland’s manufacturing base.
That Mr Behringer has only owned
the factory for a matter of weeks
counts for nothing. He has the
power to take away the livelihoods
of people who have worked there
for decades. This is wrong – morally
wrong.

There is another example from
Central Scotland which raises
profound questions about where
power lies in our society. Before
North Lanarkshire Council is a
Proposal of Application Notice by
developers Orchard Brae Ltd to build
3,000 houses and other retail and
commercial uses over the greenbelt
between Airdrie, Calderbank
and Carnbroe. Quite rightly, this
concreting over of the environment
has provoked outrage.
It is clear that on one side is ranged
big money interests – exactly who
they all are isn’t entirely clear. I have
written on numerous occasions
before and after becoming an
MSP to the company hired by the

developers to take the proposal
forward, asking who their financial
backers are. They have so far refused
to disclose who is involved ‘for
reasons of commercial sensitivity’.
But we do know that on the other
side are local people and local
communities resisting the robbery
of a natural asset which is of
historical importance, endowed
with ecological value and great
recreational benefit.
In this campaign too, I am on the
side of people and communities not
big money and vested interests. That
is how I see my role as an elected
representative, to take this fight
and others like it to the Scottish
Parliament, but to encourage the
campaign outside Parliament too.
The Scottish Parliament is an
important platform on which to
contest the battle of ideas with
nationalists. If those of us who are
democratic socialists are to win that
battle then we need to give people
a vision of the good society we want
to build. It needs to be distinctively
socialist, credible but radical,
offering hope in place of fear. And
for Labour, it means re-forging the
alliance with the union movement
and become once again a party of
labour worthy of the name.
Nye Bevan also said that at their best
Parliamentarians were tribunes of
the people. That’s a high ideal to live
up to, but one worth striving for.
Richard Leonard is a list Labour MSP
for Central Scotland. He was previously
GMB Scotland political officer.

So as a local MSP I met with the
GMB shop stewards who with the
workforce are gallantly fighting to
save the factory. I have subsequently
taken their campaign to the floor
of the Scottish Parliament and
to the doorstep of the Scottish
Government.

New publication
available now

As a result of this pressure, the
government instead of simply
despatching a team of dedicated
people to help the workers prepare

Available from
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LGBTI - from personal initiative to
political progress
Jordan Daly outlines how he helped establish a powerful campaign for change

A

year ago with no previous
experience, no funding and
very little resources, Liam
Stevenson and I co-founded Time
for Inclusive Education (TIE) - a
campaign which seeks to address
issues of homo/bi/transphobia and
LGBTI inclusivity within Scottish
education. TIE is the product of both
personal experience and a newfound
friendship.

had to start in the classroom.

As a teenager, I struggled to come
to terms with my own identity;
a prisoner in my own mind, I felt
suffocated by a society which told
me that, in order to be accepted,
I had to be someone else. I could
not admit my identity to myself,
let alone tell anyone else - and,
so, I ultimately sought redemption
by contemplating suicide. My
experience is not unique; and there
are aspects of my own journey
towards self-acceptance which are
universal for most LGBTI young
people. Indeed, there is a body of
alarming statistics which emphasises
this - those of us who identify as
LGBTI are, disturbingly, much more
likely to face mental health issues,
suicide attempts, instances of selfharm and loneliness.

Ultimately, our petition was rejected
- and, from there, we refocussed
our aims and began calling for
teachers to be trained on how to
discuss LGBTI issues and effectively
challenge homo/bi/transphobia.

It took me almost seven years to
open up about my circumstances.
When I crossed paths with Liam
- now a very close friend and
campaigning partner - in late 2014 at
a food bank fundraiser, it wasn’t long
before we realised that we reflected
each other. Despite leading very
different lives until we met, we both
wore masks.

Initially, we filed a petition with
the Scottish Parliament, calling for
LGBTI education to be commonplace
in all schools. We gave evidence
to a parliamentary committee in
October 2015 and while we awaited
a decision as to whether our petition
would be taken forward, we built the
campaign’s profile by utilising media
connections to raise awareness to.

One of the most important strategic
steps we took was to involve the
union movement in our efforts. As
we were visiting schools across the
country delivering assemblies and
workshops, raising the profile of the
campaign and shaping the narrative
around this issue, there were various
motions regarding support for TIE
being moved in several union circles.
Eventually, this culminated in April
2016 as we secured the unanimous
backing of the STUC. Ultimately, this
meant that we now held the royal
flush in our hand - as we had the
teachers’ unions in our corner.
Following from this, TIE reached
a turning point during this year’s
Scottish parliamentary elections, as
we secured the support of several
party leaders - including Sturgeon,
Harvie and Rennie - which, in turn,
led to manifesto commitments to
implement our teacher training
proposals; marking the biggest step

forward in efforts to fully incorporate
LGBTI identities into the education
system since the repeal of Clause 2a
(Section 28) sixteen years ago.
This month, we launched our LGBTI
teacher training initiative - which,
for the first time, would be free to
attend for all teachers, whether
trainee or practicing and would also
be inclusive of additional support
needs. In less than twenty four
hours, our events were fully booked;
further highlighting that not only
is LGBTI inclusivity an issue that
teachers are aware of - but it is one
that they want to actively pursue.
So what began as a simple idea
fuelled by a passion for change
has ultimately transformed into a
contemporary example of grassroots
organising. There is a long road
and many challenges ahead before
TIE is successful in fully steering
the trajectory of societal progress.
But we are driven, not only by the
cross cultural support that we have
amassed, but by the stories and
experiences of the young LGBTI
people whom we meet on our
journey.
Because, while statistics are
powerful, it is not until you see the
laceration marks on school pupils’
arms, or speak to the relatives of
those who were not as lucky as
I was, that it is evident that the
time to transform our heterosexist
education system is now.
Jordan Daly is co-founder of Time
for Inclusive Education (TIE) (http://
www.tiecampaign.co.uk/)

Reflecting on my own experience
at a Catholic secondary school,
where homophobic comments
were common and unchallenged, it
made sense to us that if we are to
be successful in eradicating identity
based prejudice from our society, we
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Republicanism means more
than anti-monarchy
Allan Armstrong says behind the monarchy lay odious Crown powers

B

etty Windsor's extended 90th
birthday celebrations have led
some socialists to proclaim
their anti-monarchist credentials.
Criticism is usually focused on the
antiquated class structure, which
the monarchy upholds, and its high
cost, especially now most of us face
austerity. However, anti-monarchism
does not get to the heart of the
matter. The queen exerts little power
in her own right. Yes, the royal family
enjoys obscene privileges in terms
of property, income and status; but
these are rewards given for their role
in promoting the interests of a wider
British ruling class.
More important than the monarchy
is the nature of the political system
it fronts. As British subjects in a
unionist state, we are far from
living in a democracy based on
the sovereignty of the people.
Sovereignty lies with the Crownin-Westminster, with its unelected
monarchy and its House of Lords.
The Crown also shields many
unsavoury institutions and practices
from any public accountability or
even scrutiny. The full extent of
the Crown powers is a state secret.
They can be wielded in a variety of
circumstances, such as covering up
war preparations and operations, or
using the army and police to break
key strikes. Of particular interest
is the use of these powers when
democratic challenges are made to
the UK set-up.
When challenged by the Northern
Irish civil rights movement in
1969, the UK state made no
serious attempt to dismantle the
sectarian order there. After forcing
the movement off the streets
by gunning down 13 unarmed
demonstrators in Derry in 1972, her
majesty’s regiments and police were
then brought to bear upon Irish

republicans and nationalists.
These forces included the SAS and
UDR with their royal patronage, and
the RUC, all colluding with Loyalist
death squads. Loyalists include
those prepared to undertake certain
illegal tasks when called upon by
her majesty's security services.
Juryless Diplock Courts, manned by
Unionist judges swearing loyalty to
the Crown, resorted to detention as
required in ‘her majesty’s’ special
prisons. Those sections of the state,
which provide the ruling class with
legal sanction to pursue their own
ends, are prefixed by ‘her majesty’s’
or ‘royal’. An MP's or MSP's oath of
loyalty to the Crown legitimises this
set-up.
How did Crown powers affect the
recent Scottish independence
referendum campaign? First,
there is no democratic right to
self-determination in the UK. A
referendum is only granted when it
suits the Westminster government
of the day. Unionists are unlikely to
repeat their 2014 'mistake' anytime
soon. Alex Salmond, himself a
queen's Privy Councillor, had to
agree that the referendum was
conducted under Westminster
rules. The 'Yes’ campaign abided by
these restrictions. This meant that
resort to the more draconian Crown
powers was not required.
The ‘No' campaign, though, was able
to draw upon state powers hidden
from public scrutiny. Officially, it
will be thirty years before we know
the full extent of the powers used,
beyond the obviously partisan use
of senior civil servants and the BBC.
However, the Guardian did expose
moves by the Ministry of Defence
to have the Faslane Trident base
declared sovereign UK territory in
the event of a ‘Yes’ vote.
If there had been a ‘Yes’ vote
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on 18 September 2014, the SNP
government would not have
recognised this as transferring
sovereignty to the people of
Scotland. Their support for the
Crown underpins this stance. Their
Westminster negotiating team would
have included MSPs and MPs from
Labour, Conservatives and Lib-Dems.
Their own 'Independence-Lite'
proposals, made in the 2013 White
Paper, would have been further
whittled away.
The Radical Independence
Campaign drew up a very different
set of proposals. These involved
making a direct appeal to all those
autonomous ‘Yes’ campaigning
groups to join a popular campaign
to convene a Scottish constituent
assembly. A ‘Yes’ vote would have
been seen as an exercise in the
republican principle of sovereignty
of the Scottish people.
Any future Scottish independence
referendum is now likely to have
to be conducted in defiance of
Westminster and the Unionists.
A republican approach, prepared
to challenge the UK state's Crown
powers, provides the democratic
basis to achieve this.
Allan Armstrong is a republican,
freethinker, Scottish internationalist
and communist. He has written
from ‘Davitt to Connolly’ and ‘The
Ghost of James Connolly’ and
contributed to ‘Unstated: Scottish
Writers and Independence’ and
‘Scotland and the Easter Rising’. He
is on the editorial board of the blog,
Emancipation & Liberation (http://
republicancommunist.org/blog/)

Ken Cameron and the Palestinians
Jim Malone charts his continuing legacy

T

he recent passing of the Fire
Brigades’ Union ex-general
secretary was commemorated
by comrades from the labour and
union movement at a memorable
ceremony in south Glasgow in the
company of Ken's wife Nuala and
his loving family. Its internationalist
theme reflected Ken's long,
dedicated support for the oppressed
people of South Africa, Venezuela,
Cuba and Palestine. But it is for the
latter that he stands out and his
legacy is the continuing FBU support
for Palestinian firefighters.
Ken was the first union general
secretary to move a motion
criticising the state of Israel at the
TUC annual congress in 1982, he
travelled with delegations during
the first Intifada, visiting Palestinian
prisoners in Israeli prisons, and
with great eloquence he supported
the rights of Palestinians to live in
freedom, security and peace.

Projects have been run since
2009 when firefighters from the
Municipality of Nablus received
training in Scotland at the Scottish
Fire and Rescue College in Gullane
and in Dundee and Perth. 2010
saw kit from Dundee driven in a
humanitarian convoy to Gaza and in
2011 the FBU set off from Dundee
with two fire appliances packed with
Personal Protective Equipment kit to
drive the 2500 miles to its twin city.
One broke down en route in Greece
but after the Israelis originally
impounded the remaining vehicle,
the appliance reached Nablus and is
still used in the city emblazoned with
FBU Dundee-Nablus on its side.
Training continued with firefighters
from the Palestinian Civil Defence
in Dundee and Glasgow in
2012, 2013 and 2014. The latest
initiative has seen myself as FBU
Palestinian Support Coordinator
return to Palestine to ascertain

current support requirements in
Nablus, Ramallah, Jerusalem and
the besieged city of Hebron. The
situation in the Municipality of
Hebron for firefighters is simply
deplorable for they have no Personal
Protective Equipment, boots,
helmets and breathing apparatus.
They have ancient fire appliances
and their city is occupied by several
thousand Israeli Occupation
Forces 'protecting' a few hundred
Israeli settlers. Consequently, the
FBU decided to gather funds and
resources to assist to deliver a large
quantity of kit and materials and this
is now being processed for delivery.
The visit has also resulted in an FBU
documentary, filmed by Welsh FBU
member Ciaran Gibbons, called
Firefighters under Occupation. .
In 2014 during a break in training
in Glasgow, a group of young
Palestinian firefighters met their
greatest advocate, Ken, along with
Nuala he came to discuss their work.
He reflected on his long association
with the Palestinian people and
although ill, he stayed and immersed
himself in their experiences.
At the news of Ken's passing,
Palestinians relayed their sorrow
to the FBU with Nablus Fire Chief
Ramiz Al-Dele summing up the
loss: ‘Once I heard the news, I felt
sadness and sympathy as nothing
compensates our feelings for the
loss of our beloved who shared all
our moments of unity and support
during the journey of life’.
Jim Malone is the FBU Palestinian
Support Coordinator

The FBU has consistently supported
the Palestinian people during the
longest military occupation in
modern history, offering in recent
years practical support through
the facilitation of training and the
delivery of kit and equipment to
assist Palestinian firefighters in the
Occupied Territories of the West
Bank and the besieged Gaza Strip.
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Political impasse continues
as Podemos fails to progress
Colin Fox was in Spain to report on its recent general election

S

pain is at a standstill, a country
deeply divided. Without a
Government for six months,
Spaniards went to the polls again
on June 26 in an attempt to break
the deadlock. But none of the
parties won enough seats to form a
government this time either.
The country’s debt burden is one
of the highest in the world. Its EU
creditors maintain an iron grip on
its economic and political levers
with little to suggest they will
allow Spain to ‘get out from under’
anytime soon. Acting Prime Minister,
Mariano Rajoy’s, claim that the
economy is growing were dismissed
by analysts who concluded the
meagre improvement last year was
due almost entirely to the impact of
falling oil prices.
The social consequences of this
stagnation are not difficult to
find. Unemployment at 21% is the
highest in Europe. One million young
Spaniards have emigrated in the
past 5 years. The Spanish Statistics
Institute revealed one third of
households now rely on a pension
as their sole source of income. For
Jose Manuel, a retired engineer I
met in the Madrid neighbourhood of
Delicias, this meant his pension had
to keep him and his wife, his son and
daughter in law and his grandson
all sharing the same inner city
apartment. The richest 1% in Spain
now own more than the poorest
70%.
The 26 June election changed
little. Only the conservative Partido
Popular of Rajoy made any progress.
But with just 33% of the vote and
137 MPs, it still fell short of the 176
seat majority needed to control
the Cortes. And yet his rivals all lost
support.
‘Unidos Podemos’ [United We
Can] was the big hope of the left.
And whilst it consolidated its base

across Spain winning 5m votes
and 71 seats, this was no more
than it had won in December. To
supporters, it felt like a defeat as
polls all suggested it would push
PSOE [the Spanish Labour Party] into
third place and form Spain’s first
left-wing coalition Government in
80 years. But it was not to be. In the
end, PSOE got more votes and more
seats.
It was unlikely PSOE would have
entered a coalition with UP anyway.
Not only is there bad blood between
the two social democratic rivals but
their differences on the national
question and on austerity, to name
but two issues, are substantial.

‘Unidos Podemos’ now faces big
questions for this result represents
its first serious setback. Emerging
out of the ‘los indignados’
movement in January 2014,
Podemos has rewritten the political
map of Spain. Last December, it
tore up the two party rule book that
mapped Spain politically for 40 years
when it gained 20% of the vote and
topped the poll in both Catalunya
and the Basque country.
‘Unidos Podemos’ is an electoral
alliance between Podemos,
Izquerida Unida [United Left/Spanish
Communist Party], environmentalist
group Eqos and several small
pro-independence parties in the
regions. It remains to be seen if
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that partnership will continue now
that the election is over for there
were tensions between the various
groups. In Madrid, and other
areas, there were in effect parallel
campaigns being run. On the other
hand, as there may be another
election before the year ends the
need to fight that contest may
override all other decisions.
Podemos nonetheless must
also resolve its own ideological
ambivalence. Uncomfortable
with the description ‘socialist’ – it
appears nowhere in party literature
or in the speeches of its leaders it reluctantly describes itself as a
‘social democratic party’. Yet leaders
Pablo Iglesias and Inigo Errejon
accept that social democracy is itself
in crisis having ‘capitulated to neoliberalism worldwide’.
Iglesias appeared on TV on election
night to concede defeat saying
‘It is time for us to reflect on the
result and consider where we go
now.’ He quoted the Italian Marxist
philosopher Antonio Gramsci to
characterise the present political
situation: ‘The old order is dying
but the new order is not yet ready
to be born.’ We shall see if this
characterisation is accurate in due
course. Meantime, Spain may be
heading for its third general election
in a year as the impasse continues.
Scottish Socialist Party leader, Colin
Fox, spent a week in Madrid at the
invitation of Podemos to observe the
26 June Spanish General election
campaign.

Colombia –
continuing the struggle for justice

I

n April 2016, two of Colombia’s
leading union and human
rights activists visited Britain
to speak about the threats facing
political activists in Colombia. On
the three-week tour, which was
organised by Justice for Colombia,
they met with MPs, government
representatives, union leaders, the
Colombian community in Britain
and journalists to discuss the
worrying spike in violence against
activists in Colombia and how, with
a final peace deal approaching,
the international community can
support activists in their struggle
for peace with social justice.
My name is Gustavo Rengifo. I'm
from the department of Cauca
in South-west Colombia. I am
a member of FENSUAGRO, the
agricultural workers’ union, and
the Patriotic March, an umbrella
organisation that campaigns for
peace and social justice. I’m also a
member of a local peasant farmer
association in my village and I'm a
community leader. I am a human
rights defender and I campaign
to make people in my community
aware of their rights.

with paramilitaries. On 17 May
2015, I was returning home to my
farm when my path was blocked
by two vehicles. I was violently
forced from my car by six men,
hooded and taken to a warehouse
where I was tortured, abused and
threatened both psychologically
and physically. I was told I had to
stop my union and community
activism and work for them as an
informant. I was shown photos of
my family who had obviously been
monitored by the police and told
that if I didn't collaborate they
would be killed. After ten hours
I was abandoned on the side of
the road, far from my home. They
gave me a window of twenty days
to decide if I would collaborate
with them. Since then I have been
in hiding. For over a year I have
been in hiding in the mountains of
Colombia, fearful for my life and
my family's safety.
It was very difficult to speak out as

I was very afraid, but I decided to
contact the South-west Colombian
human rights network, which
started to put together a formal
denouncement. Shortly after it
happened, in June 2015 Justice for
Colombia brought a delegation of
British trade unionists to the region
and I told them my story. This
was the first time I had publicly
denounced what had happened
to me. The help I have received
from Justice for Colombia, and the
international attention they have
brought to my case, has provided
me with some protection. The
Colombian government has so
far failed to provide me with any
security guarantees or protection
measures.
During the time I spent in Britain,
eight peasant farmers were killed
in my region alone. As a farmer
and activist I ask the international
community to support us in our
struggle and campaign for the

The department of Cauca is an
area which has been particularly
hit by the violence in Colombia
and the armed conflict. It is a
wealthy region in terms of natural
resources and for that reason
many different interests have tried
to rob peasant farmers like myself
of our land. Anyone who defends
union and human rights in the
area is stigmatised and accused,
often by the Colombian state, of
collaborating with the guerrillas.
As a result of my campaign to
defend the rights of my community
I was kidnapped by members of
the investigative police in collusion
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protection of our rights and our
lives. We need you to speak to
the Colombian government and
the British government and tell
them the extent of paramilitary
violence in the area. We are being
killed, threatened and displaced
by a campaign of terror to rid us
of our land. I was touched by the
solidarity I received from British
activists and trade unionists when
I was in there. I thank them for all
their support and ask that they
continue calling for my protection
and that of all farmers and trade
union activists in Colombia.
My name is Deivin Hurtado. I am a
lawyer and human rights defender.
I am the head of the Southwest Colombian human rights
network, Franciso Isaías Cifuentes.
Our organisation was founded
in 2000 after mass protests in
South-west Colombia against the
armed conflict and the economic
and social crisis in the region.
We are named after a teacher
who participated in the 1999
mobilisations and was murdered
by paramilitaries in 2001. We work
to prevent human rights abuses
and provide protection, training
and support for the peasant
farmers, indigenous and AfroColombian communities, students
and grassroots sectors that make
up our network.
In 2013, there was a mass
agrarian strike in Colombia, one
of the largest industrial actions
of the past few decades. Peasant
farmers, workers and trade
unionists were protesting against
the neo-liberal policies of the
Colombian government, which
have created widespread poverty
in the Colombian countryside. In
the Cauca department, the strike
was particularly strong, there were
more than 13,000 peasant farmers
protesting in one area alone.
The protests and strikes were met
with severe repression by state
security forces. Nationally, there

were reports of tear-gassing,
shootings and arbitrary arrests,
amongst other abuses. In Cauca,
I was working as a human rights
observer and saw first-hand the
effects of police repression. In the
area I was in there was a massive
military operation to disperse
the strikers. I saw grenades
being thrown at protestors, the
police shooting indiscriminately
into crowds and infiltrating the
protests. In this operation one
farmer was killed, he was only 27
years old, he was shot in the cheek
and because he was shot with a
long gun it destroyed his brain.

union, peasant associations, NGOs,
political and other grassroots
sectors in the campaign for
peace and social justice. This is a
relatively new organisation - it was
only founded in 2012. Yet since
then 116 of its members have
been killed and a huge number
have been imprisoned. One case
in particular is Huber Ballesteros,
who was one of the leaders during
the 2013 Agrarian Strike. He was
arrested then and he has been in
prison for 3 years without trial.

In Cauca alone 70 people were
wounded and 2 people killed by
the excessive use of force by state
security agents. Yet the Colombian
state has not investigated these
cases of police and army brutality.
Instead, those like myself who
denounced this brutality are being
criminalised and investigated.
That’s to say we run the risk of
being put in prison for having been
victims of state violence.

the result of criminal violence. They
consequently refuse to investigate
these politically-motivated crimes.
For this reason the solidarity actions
of the international community
are extremely important, to raise
awareness of what is happening
in Colombia and campaign for
the protection of those fighting
for peace and social justice. This
will be especially important in the
coming months the peace deal is
implemented.

The reason the Patriotic March
has suffered sustained political
persecution and the criminalisation
of its political activities is because
After seeing a grenade thrown
it is working for peace in Colombia,
at a group of peasant farmers,
for a negotiated solution to the
which severely wounded one of
armed conflict. Paramilitary groups
them, I moved closer to register
opposed to the peace process,
his details. It was in this moment
and who have become stronger in
I myself was targeted. Despite the
recent months, have targeted the
fact I was clearly identifiable as a
Patriotic March with the aim of
human rights observer, and had
informed the police, army and local preventing peace and creating a
rupture in the peace negotiations
government of my presence, a
grenade was thrown at me, causing in Havana between the Colombian
government and the FARC.
three serious wounds. I had to
have eight surgeries to save my life. In just one area of Cauca, a
The shrapnel cut my carotid artery, municipality called el Tambo, we
the vein that sends oxygen to
know that many people have
the brain, I had to have my finger
been killed by paramilitaries. Yet
amputated and still have shrapnel
the Colombian state denies their
in my throat and leg.
existence and says these deaths are

The threats and attacks against
human rights defenders and
political and social activists
are ongoing. The South-west
Colombian human rights network
is part of the Patriotic March,
which brings together over 2,000
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Scottish Left Review gratefully
recognises the work of Cherilyn
Elston in translating these
testimonies. She works as
Programme Assistant for Justice for
Colombia.

Stop trying with Trident
John Brown argues the case for defence diversification and investment

I

write this article on the last
Sunday in June as the disastrous
outcome of the EU referendum
continues to unravel. The austerity
driven crisis in the Armed Forces
and the UK defence industry is, I
fear, about to become a catastrophe.
Deeper cuts to jobs and projects
are going to be the order of the
day. Already, we face the imposition
of new working practices and
government interference in wage
deals plus demands by the MoD to
cut overheads, i.e., jobs. It is time,
I think, to say emphatically that the
tactically-incoherent and morally
repugnant Trident programme has
to be cancelled because we simply
cannot afford it. But we must do
more than cancel Trident - we
must look at ways to turn swords
into plough-shares. All of us in
the defence industry have skills
and expertise in a whole range of
engineering disciplines and practices
which can be turned to both civil
and industrial uses.
There is one almost insurmountable
obstacle – British capitalism
will not invest in the industries
to ensure that these necessary
changes are made. There is massive
underinvestment in the Clyde yards.
Two years ago, we were promised a
new, fully modernised facility to rival
the very best in Europe. This year
we were told that was cancelled.
Incidentally, that was the same
week that the MoD announced the
construction of a new floating dock
for Faslane, costing almost the same
as the short fall in the budget for the
new Type 26 frigate that would have

allowed us to cut steel by the end
of this year. Instead, the project has
been put back a year raising fears
of job losses. Overall, the Type 26
project has been cut by 45% from 13
ships to eight and we fear the Clyde
will only get 75% of that work. We
have already had a round of painful
redundancies and we now fear
more. Indeed, the agreement under
which we tender for work from the
government that gives us ‘preferred
bidder’ status runs out in 2024
and we fear that, as an old, underinvested yard, unable to compete
with more modern shipyards, we will
be closed.
So what is to be done to avoid this
scenario being realised? It is, in
fact, quite simple but to the current
political and economic orthodoxy,
totally mad. In short, the state must
nationalise the yards or provide the
cash to modernise them. Recently,
the Canadian government spent
$24 billion on modernising its
shipbuilding industry. The French
government likewise invested in its
industry (while in the EU) turning
their moribund yards into modern
centres of excellence that President
Hollande claims will support one
million jobs in France.
Who will be our saviour?

It won’t be the British government
of any colour, mired in internecine
warfare with an economy that is
slipping down the world ratings. The
British political establishment is now
engaged in a bitter civil war that
won’t end anytime soon and it looks
like the Labour Party is going the
way of the rest of European social
democracy – down the pan.
So it seems to me we must look to
the Scottish Government. It now
seems likely we will have another
referendum and I think that now is
the time to be placing demands on
the Scottish Government. We need
an industrial strategy for Scotland,
where we must all diversify our
product range and because future
defence spending will not support
our industry at current levels. We
must adapt or die and that includes
Faslane. Trident is a millstone
around our necks. It will prevent the
diversification of industry and stop it
developing the capacity to innovate
in fields like renewables and other
structural engineering projects. It is,
in short, unsustainable, unaffordable
and morally unacceptable.
John Brown is a welders’ shop
steward for the GMB union at the
Govan shipyard. He writes in a
personal capacity.
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Reform of company law to protect
employee pensions
Prem Sikka outlines how to stop the theft

B

ritish workers hoping to
boost their retirement
income through workrelated pensions are in for a shock.
Employers are not obliged to honour
their commitment to keep pension
schemes solvent even though
employees have made all agreed
contributions. Company law permits
directors and shareholders to
extract high returns and then dump
companies without making good
liabilities to pension schemes.
BHS, one of the UKs biggest
retailers, entered liquidation on 2
June 2016. Its 2014 accounts show
a deficit of £139m on its defined
benefit (DB) pension scheme. This is
based on the 2012 valuation of the
scheme and 2016 valuation would
produce an even bigger deficit.
BHS pension scheme had been in
deficit from 2003 to 2014, with the
exception of 2008, but did not face
any questions from the Pension
Regulator. During the period 2000
to 2014, BHS shareholders extracted
around £930m from the company.
An insurance company buy-out of
the BHS pension scheme seems
the most likely form of rescue. This
option would require an injection
of more than £550m. With BHS in
liquidation, the DB pension scheme
ranks as an unsecured creditor
i.e. it will receive something once
the secured creditors are paid.
The chances of that are nil. So
over 20,000 past and present BHS
employees are facing major cuts to
their pension rights.
BHS is not alone in neglecting
pension scheme obligations. In
June 2016, a report published by
investment advisors, AJ Bell, showed
that 54 of the FTSE100 companies
with a pension scheme deficit paid
£48bn in dividends in 2014 and in
2015. In 2014, the same companies

had £52bn deficit on their pension
schemes. The dividends paid by 35
of the FTSE100 companies were
bigger than their pension scheme
deficits. Here are some examples:
In 2014, Royal Dutch Shell had a
pension scheme deficit of £6.7bn,
but paid out dividends of £7.5bn and
£8bn in 2014 and 2015. AstraZeneca
had a deficit of £1.87bn in 2014, but
paid dividend of £2.2bn and £2.4bn
in 2014 and 2015. British American
Tobacco had a deficit of £628m, but
paid £2.8bn and £2.9bn as dividends
in 2014 and 2015. Vodafone had a
deficit of £549m but paid dividends
of £3bn and £3.04bn for 2014 and
2015. Directors personally benefit
from neglect of pension obligations
because they hold shares and share
options. Higher dividends increase
the value of share options. So what’s
to be done?
First, a key requirement is to ensure
that directors cannot extract
cash and then dump companies
by walking away from pension
liabilities. The composition of the
boards of companies with more than
500 employees needs to be changed.
My preference would be for a
system of two tier-boards. One tier
consisting of the Executive Board,
elected by shareholders, manages
the business. The second-tier
consisting entirely of stakeholders,
including employees, should
supervise the Executive Board. This
Supervisory Board would appoint
executive directors, design their
remuneration package and approve
strategic decisions, including those
related to investment, financing and
dividends. Its key duty would be to
ensure that all wealth is equitably
shared. Such boards would not have
easily enabled BHS and others to
dishonour obligations to employees.
Second, BHS and other companies
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have made full use of financial
engineering to boost profits and
shareholder returns. However,
what is good for shareholders is not
necessarily good for employees.
The pension scheme trustees
should have a right to demand
an alternative audit of company
accounts to satisfy themselves of the
risks associated with the financing of
pension schemes.
Third, companies should not be
permitted to pay dividends without
making good deficits on pension
schemes.
Fourth, companies with a deficit on
their pension schemes should file a
report with the Pension Regulator,
explaining how it will eliminate the
deficit and whether past promises
have been kept. The Regulator must
provide a public response to that
report.
Fifth, pensions and insolvency
legislation should be changed so that
the pension scheme is treated as a
preferential creditor i.e. the deficit
on it will need to be eradicated
before any creditor is paid.
The above proposals are not a
panacea because tensions between
corporate capitalism and social
responsibility cannot easily be
dissolved. However, the reforms
have a capacity to dilute the power
of directors and shareholders to
abuse employees.
Prem Sikka is professor of accounting
at the University of Essex and
the leading left commentator on
financial accounting matters

Loki the loquacious

D

arren McGarvey (aka
MC Loki) has emerged
a sharp and incisive
young commentator on politics
in Scotland. Scottish Left Review
interviewed him after the 5
May elections but before the
23 June referendum. He is a
Glasgow-based writer, performer,
community activist and journalist
as well as Scotland's most high
profile rap artist. Between
2004 and 2006, he wrote and
presented 8 programmes for BBC
Radio Scotland which attempted
to examine the root causes of
anti-social behavior and social
deprivation. In 2009, hei founded
Volition Scotland, an organisation
which attempts to put young
people in charge of the services
they use.

Does Labour in Scotland have a
future?

When and how do you
think people will wake up to the
lack of radical change offered by
the SNP?

The Greens will now perform
the role usually reserved for
the radicals I imagine. One of
agitation; exposing opportunism
and moral posturing. But
beneath any public hostility the
Greens know their limits. This
was reflected in their election
campaign where critique of
SNP was muted. I suspect many
within the SNP membership are
looking to the Greens from time
to time thinking: ‘I wish we could
be more like them’. They are
a beacon for a genuinely new
politics.

Sometimes I wonder if that is the
correct question. I am beginning
to think that, perhaps, I need
to wake up to the fact there is
no demand for radical change.
My assumption the SNP was
radical came from the ‘yes’
campaign and what seemed
like its inherently disruptive
objective. In hindsight, I see
now that the ‘yes’ campaign was
branded vaguely and I poured
in all of my assumption - taking
it all in good faith that radical
change was imminent. It really
wasn't. I was part of a section
of the electoral market that was
captured strategically; targeted
by powerful branding. Lesson
learned. Also, I don't think
SNP planned much beyond the
referendum. In many ways their
current trajectory is a sort of
improvised Plan B.

Corbyn is clearly a man of
integrity. But he is also the
personification of a left-wing
politics which is riddled with
moral confusion. I had big
hopes for Corbyn but I think my
politics may be going through
another growth spurt in light of
radicalism being vetoed at the
ballot box earlier this year. The
centre of gravity for Scottish
Labour is Sturgeon not Corbyn.
They need to emulate the SNP by
adopting a new posture towards
constitutional politics. The days
of Labour setting the agenda are
over.
What can we expect from the
Greens?

Where does RISE go from here?
The far left needs to evolve or
die. Scotland is obsessed with
constitutional politics but the
real debate going on everywhere
else is about what social justice
means in the 21st century. On the
left we need to strike a delicate
balance between progressive
identity politics and class
struggle. These two aspects of
our current ideology are cutting

diagonally across each other.
Are there non-party solutions to
how to advance radical/leftwing
politics in Scotland?
Of course. Sadly though, much of
our activist, artistic and literary
community has been absorbed by
the SNP and it's Creative Scotland
control grid. This isn't to imply
anything untoward but simply
to state the truth. It's becoming
counter-intuitive to challenge the
structures of power in Scotland
- including the Third Sector because people can carve out
nice little niches for themselves
by keeping their safe hands on
whatever lever they are in charge
of. For me the goal is to stay selffunded and create opportunities
by taking risks and following my
own instincts. State support for
artists is essential, obviously. But
personally, I'd rather put my hand
in my own pocket and find out
the true value of what I do than
jump through hoops for penpushing bureaucrats. But that's
just me.
His music and writings
can be found at https://
misterlokiscotland.
bandcamp.com/ and https://
lokithescottishrapper.com/
author/lokithescottishrapper/
He also tweets under the nom
de plume of Loki The Stooge @
lokiscottishrap providing ‘Cultural
errorism with a splash of self
regard’.
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Luck of the Irish?
Gregor Gall argues the radical left could learn from Ireland

N

one of the parts of the
radical left in Scotland (RISE
- Scotland’s Left Alliance,
Solidarity or Scottish Trade Union
and Socialist Coalition) made any
headway in the May 2016 Scottish
Parliament elections. On the list
seats, the threshold for Solidarity
and RISE winning seats was about
6%. Neither won enough total votes
across the whole of Scotland if
combined to even get elected in the
Glasgow list seat.
So let’s try to work out what
went wrong by firstly taking it as
a given that the policies of such a
socialist political force are clear,
straightforward and uncontentious.
These policies would be ending
austerity, increasing spending on the
welfare state, reversing privatisation,
wealth redistribution, progressive
taxation, a living wage and so on as
well as supporting independence.
They would be costed so as not to be
liable to being accused of being ‘pie
in the sky’.

are in place, they are necessary but
in themselves insufficient to gain the
desired outcome.
This is because the missing element
for such a socialist force is credibility.
Simply put, credibility means
believability and it refers to both
message and messenger.
Credibility of the message has been
assumed to exist so the problem
of credibility of the messenger is
the salient issue. This refers to the
leading individuals involved and the
organisation (party, alliance, slate)
they are part of. It is not about their
trustworthiness, professionalism and
expertise per se. It is about whether
they have the requisite social weight
and standing. Put bluntly, you can
have the right message and policies
but if you and your organisation
are not taken seriously, if you are
not believable, then the message is
undermined and will get nowhere
fast.

Applying this analysis to the RISE,
what does it mean? Most obviously,
it means its candidates in May 2016
had to be well known in advance as
has to be the organisation they come
from. This was not the case and it
was no good declaring the intention
to stand in late 2015. The individuals
and organisation must come alive
and be well known well before that.
For Solidarity, the same is true but
it also had the problem of being led
by Tommy Sheridan who has lost the
credibility he once had.
But declaring early enough is again
necessary but not sufficient because
timing in itself does not create the
required social weight and standing
of believability. The north and south
of Ireland can give us some purchase
on the issues at hand. In Eire,

Irish Republic

Let’s also assume for the moment
that there is little or no divisive
competition between radical left
parties and candidates (which is
something of an ‘ask’ given the
current divisions played out between
RISE, the SSP and Solidarity). The
left would then not be its own worst
enemy here because of some form
of unity, working together and nonaggression pacts.
On the basis of the 2014 referendum
result not ending the quest for
independence as the means to
pursue radical social justice, one
would then assume that most,
if not all, of the key conditions
for the outcomes of success for
the socialist option at the ballot
box would be in place. These are
collective grievances, a renewed
sense of political engagement,
clearly identifiable enemy and so
on. But, alas, one would be wrong.
Assuming the aforementioned basics

at one level but at another it is holed
below the waterline by the manifest
reality there is little resistance to
even just some of the cuts and none
to many of the cuts. This leads most
people to think the demands to say
no to all cuts and fight all cuts are
pie in the sky – they lack credibility.

Why might this situation come
about? Candidates and organisations
can be seen as ‘Johnny-comelatelies’; as being tiny in numbers
and supporters; as having big ideas
that cannot be delivered upon
etcetera. No matter how much
the ideas might be supportable,
potential voters think candidates and
organisations as just not credible
in being able to deliver so are not
worth voting for.
For example, the policy ‘say no to all
cuts’ and to ‘fight all cuts’ looks fine
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In the Irish general election of
February 2016, the organised
radical left (Anti-Austerity
Alliance-People Before Profit)
won six seats and the wider
radical left won another half
dozen. This was in spite of the
United Left Alliance (an alliance
primarily between the Socialist
Party and People Before Profit)
winning five seats in 2011 but
then splitting apart and some of
these MPs parts setting up their
own organisations. Nonetheless,
that the radical left already had
parliamentary representation,
united the major parts of the left
(the SWP and Socialist Party),
has charismatic leaders (Joe
Higgins, Richard Boyd Barrett),
had been involved in sharp
struggles over material issues
(bin tax, water charges) and
had national media prominence
allowed it to advance.

Northern Ireland

Gerry Carroll, born in 1987 and
representing the People Before
Profit (PBP) Alliance, won a
seat in the Northern Ireland
Assembly for the constituency
of Belfast West in May 2016.
He first came to prominence as
a young activist. For example,
at the age of 16 he fundraised
with fellow activists to travel to
Edinburgh for the Make Poverty
History protest. He contested the
Belfast West by-election, 2011,
triggered by the resignation of
Gerry Adams, for PBP, winning
7.6%. At the Belfast City Council
election in 2014 he gained one
of the seven seats in the Black
Mountain area from Sinn Féin,
coming third. He contested
Belfast West again at the 2015
general election, coming second
with 19.2% of the vote. After
being elected a councillor, Carroll
criticised large pay rises for
councillors, while other council
staff suffered effective pay
cuts, and campaigned against
privatisation and cuts. In 2016,
he was elected as an MLA for
West Belfast, topping the poll
on the first count and gaining a
seat from Sinn Féin. Carroll was
also elected along with fellow
PBP candidate and veteran civil
rights campaigner and journalist,
Eamonn McCann (born 1943).
McCann represents the Foyle
constituency.

revolts against the bin tax and water
tax provided mass, quantifiable
grievances where popular
cooperation was required for them
to be implemented. Into this mix,
the figure of Joe Higgins has been
crucial. A councillor first in 1991,
then an MP in 1997, then an MEP
and back to being an MP (until 2016
when he stood down), he has played
a similar role to that which Tommy
Sheridan did until 2004. He was also
jailed over his opposition to the
bin tax. Around him other socialist
councillors and MPs have been

elected (most obviously through the
Socialist Party).
Turning back to Scotland, this
suggests success also requires
credible, longstanding figures and
organisations engaged in sizable
popular revolts (especially at a
local level). They cannot be created
overnight. They emerge from
mass resistance against grievances
which are quantifiable with clear
attribution of the culprits and where
popular cooperation is required
for implementation (and can be
refused). Both the independence
campaign and the fight against
austerity need to be measured
against these criteria in order
to evaluate what potential they
provide. Here, it is worth noting that
the campaign for a radical form of
independence was more a battle
of big ideas, one of agitation and
propaganda and not one of action
and practical battle against a singular
grievance.
Campaigning against austerity has
highlighted that the bedroom tax
only affected a minority of people
and was taken at source from people
so reducing leverage against it. Anti-

cuts campaigning has illustrated that
because most people do not realise
the effect of cuts until they come
to use or rely upon the service but
by then it is too late. Added to this,
there has been no obvious upturn in
the industrial class struggle so that a
revolt against redundancies and pay
cuts has not provided an alternative
focus for resistance.
So where does this leave the radical
left? One obvious action is to stand
selective candidates in the local
elections next year because of
the use of STV (single transferable
voting) with multi-member seats.
But to do so with any credibility
and chance of success means the
aforementioned conditions would
need to be in place. Maybe that
means the 2022 council elections are
a more realistic target. That would
also mean removing the corrosion
of credibility of the radical left being
divided amongst itself.
Gregor Gall is professor of industrial
relations at the University of
Bradford and editor of the Scottish
Left Review
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Book reviews
Richard Westra
Unleashing Usury:

How finance opened the door for
capitalism then swallowed it whole,
Clarity Press, Altanta, $24.95,
978098085338
Westra presents a bold and
challenging Marxian analysis of
the world economy that concludes
capitalism no longer exists and
moreover cannot be recreated in
another form. In this post-capitalist
world, the remaining capitalist states
and their productive capacity are
being consumed and their ability to
sustain their populations destroyed
by the unproductive monster
produced by unused money:
creditism, casino capitalism or as
Westra prefers usury.
Westra bases his analysis on Marx’s
labour theory of value and comes
to broadly similar conclusions
to Paul Mason’s Post Capitalism
(2015). Westra differs from Mason
in arguing it is impossible (as
opposed to unlikely) for capitalism
to be resurrected. Marx described
capitalism as a mode of production
which like its predecessors, the
slave empires of Egypt and Rome
and the feudal system, is historically
delineated with a beginning and,
when the material factors necessary
for its continuance change, an end.
To be durable modes of production
must reproduce the necessities of
human life, i.e. give direct producers
enough to live on and ensure the
demand for goods is efficiently
met. Marx identified the process by
which capital in general achieves this

balancing act as the contradiction
between value and use value.
Westra’s central argument is that
changed forms of production
combined with the explosion of
creditism have removed collective
capital’s ability to ensure the
necessities of human life are
reproduced, thus capitalism no
longer exists and humanity’s very
survival is at risk.
When a mode of production
disintegrates, it is not automatic that
a new stable form takes its place
and during this period reproduction
of necessities may not occur. After
the fall of Rome, a ‘Dark Age’ lasted
hundreds of years before feudalism
emerged. The breakdown of
feudalism led to hundreds of years
of revolutions, wars and widespread
poverty before capitalism fully
emerged. Marx anticipated the
end of capitalism could lead to
regression to a more primitive form
of society barbarism, or alternatively
humankind working collectively
to create a new durable mode of
production, namely, socialism.
Westra outlines the changing role
of usury, or lending money to make
money, from outlawed as a sin under
feudalism through the development
of capitalism to modern finance.
Late capitalism required the
reorganisation of society post-war.
Government spending in advanced
countries rose from 33% to 42% of
GDP by 1983. From 1950 and 1971
workers engaged in manufacturing
rose from 34% to 40%, and all
workers’ real income never fell
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while the top 1% of earners share
of US income fell to 20% by 1979.
Reproduction of value necessitated
high taxation of profits and incomes
to provide infrastructure, skilled
workers and a welfare state.
Till the late 1970s, finance was
always used in the interest of
capital in general, constrained
by rules restricting interest rates
and separating commercial and
investment banking. There were
no major bank failures between
1945 and 1974. By the late 1970s,
evidence of a new overproduction
crisis emerged. US government
debt grew due to Vietnam; inflation
rocketed and during 1975 US
industrial output shrank by 10%.
In 1980, the US increased interest
rates to over 20% which stopped
world capitalist expansion in its
tracks. Big banks and TNCs could
make more from speculative
lending than lending for productive
purposes. Westra argues the only
action which could have defended
capitalism was increasing ‘Big
Government’ deficits and ‘Big Bank’
accommodations coordinated
worldwide. This did not happen and
capitalism as a sustainable mode of
production was doomed.
Production changes also
destabilised capitalist states. ICT
and logistics allowed slicing and
dicing of production to maximise
the extraction of surplus value.
TNCs decentralised production to
countries where agriculture could
supplement low wages to meet
human necessities. Wages and

employment in advanced countries
fell. Many countries created special
enterprise zones whereby TNCs
locating there paid no or limited
tax. The four top US tech giants
are estimated to hold $255bn in
cash and securities in overseas
subsidiaries.

state. Privatisation of state assets
degraded infrastructure, granted
mega profits to financiers, worsened
services and increased debt. Latest
rounds of trade talks are about
removing laws defending health and
environment and enshrining the
‘rights’ of intellectual property.

collectively to stop the descent to
barbarism and slowly move towards
socialism. Drawing on Westra and
Mason’s analysis and suggestions,
here are some priorities:

ICT advances are largely funded by
the state. ICT patents account for
half the worth of the US corporate
sector. Patents entitle the owner
to rent out the technology which
in the case of ICT are infinitely rerentable and convey profit to the
owner without additional labour or
production cost. With fewer workers
productively employed and less tax
income from companies or workers,
advanced capitalist states can only
meet the necessities of human life
for their populations with massive
budget deficits.

Finance provides cheap money for
management buy outs, mergers
and buybacks whose only aim is to
propel managers into the super-rich.
TNC debt grew to $29tn by 2015,
three times annual earnings, yet
between 1990 and 2013 their stock
value rose 524% whilst world GDP
only rose 228%. By 2015, a mere 62
individuals had the wealth of 50% of
the world’s population.

Fight austerity which promotes
privatisation, deregulation and
undermines democracy.

Westra describes neo-liberalism
as an ideological refurbishment
of a nineteenth century theory
which “started as ideology,
pretending to be an economic
theory, masquerading as a science”
and is totally inappropriate for
the current global economy. Neoliberalism claimed deregulation of
finance would ‘free capital’. Risky
lending resulted in 1,000 banks
crashing between 1986 and 1995,
over 11,000 bank mergers between
1995 and 2000 then led directly to
the 2007 crash. Banks too big to
fail emerged, the Big 6 US banks
took 93% of all bank revenue in
2012. Derivatives holdings of the
top 3 banks amounted to $194tn
in 2010, three times global GDP.
Shadow banking is barely regulated.
Governments and households can
never repay their debt. Interest rates
are zero or negative.
Money as capital for the first
time is literally free as no interest
need be charged, yet no sector
of the economy is experiencing
significant growth. Idle money
increasingly looks to gouge profit
from the carcase of the capitalist

Austerity insists capitalist states
balance their budgets! British
government spending fell from
50% to 45% of GDP from 2009 to
2013 and poverty and food banks
became endemic. Greece’s economic
collapse is the clearest result of this
policy being enforced throughout
the Eurozone. Firms operating to
capitalist models still exist but no
longer maintain the capitalist state,
indeed their managers and owners
have tried to free themselves
from all states and increasingly
themselves act as part of the capital
markets. Westra claims we have
capitalists without capitalism.
Marx said money is not in itself
productive, only when it is put to
use does production arise. Finance
capital or usury is now parasitic
on the productive process. World
money supply rose 400% post
2008 yet finance to real economic
activity rose 15%. Usury has
lowered wages to poverty levels,
destroyed communities, increased
global unemployment to over
200m and is destroying society’s
ability to reproduce the necessities
of existence. Unless it is stopped
civilisation could end.
So what is to be done? How do we
create new forms of production

Abolish tax havens and publish
everyone’s tax returns. Secrecy
allows evasion and corruption.

Stop TTIP and other trade deals and
protect social rights e.g. Citizens
Income. Modern technologies
allow localised production under
democratic control.
Restore effective democracy to
the people and local communities.
The campaign for an independent
Scotland and rejection of the EU
partially reflects people’s alienation
from power.
Challenge property rights. We are
in a war to break the chains by
which property restricts humanity.
Intellectual property should be
free, academic papers should be
freely available, patents restricted,
land reform more radical, essential
industries renationalised.
Control Finance. Force insurance
companies to invest locally for their
members. Renew infrastructure
and rapidly combat climate change
using government fiat money and
regulated bank lending. Expand local
currency schemes under democratic
control e.g. a separate Scottish
pound.
We are
challenging
the powerful
to remove
their power
before they
destroy
civilisation.
We MUST win.
Gordon
Morgan is an
SLR Editorial
Committee
member
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VLADIMIR McTAVISH’S

Kick up the Tabloids

I

n the 1970s there was no such
word in the English language as
Brexit. In fact, even a year ago
was there was little understanding,
and much bemusement about the
concept of Brexit. Yet, Brexit is now
here. In years to come, history will
write that what started off as an
attempt to resolve a twenty-year
split in the Tory Party, or to reconcile
an even older dispute in the sixthform common room at Eton has
resulted in Britain turning its back on
mainland Europe.
We are living through a period of
such continual change that I am
having serious doubts about the
point of writing this so-called topical
article. By the time you come to
read this piece, it may well resemble
some quaint prediction of “the
future”, similar to an episode of
“Tomorrow’s World” from 1972.
However, back in 1972, who would
have thought that in the year 2016,
the people of Britain would actually
vote in a referendum to go back to
live in 1972. Yet, history will record
that on 23 June 2016, fifty-two
percent of the population of the UK
did exactly that.
When I started writing this column,
Boris Johnson looked likely to be
the next Prime Minister, yet now
he himself is consigned to history.
Consigned not only to history, but
to his own place in the Guinness
Book Of Records, having made an
even shorter bid to lead a political
party than the previous recordholder, Chukka Umana. That most
traditional of English blood sports,
namely back-stabbing in the Tory
Party, is now in high season. First,
Boris stabs Cameron in the back,
only for Gove to stab Boris in the
back. Only for an orderly queue to
form of various Tories lining-up to

stab Gove in the back. If only there
had been this much demand for
daggers forty years ago, this country
would still have a thriving steel
industry.
And so, in a doomed attempt to save
what is left of that steel industry,
the Parliamentary Labour Party
decided to kick off its own frenzy
of back-stabbing. Indeed, such is
the multiplicity and severity of the
stabbings he has received from his
own side, Jeremy Corbyn’s back
must now look like a tea-strainer.
His Shadow Cabinet is now literally
just a shadow, as members have
been lining up to resign, some of
them writing letters of resignation
even before they were appointed.
Much of this has doubtless been
due to a pre-planned Blairite coup,
but there is little doubt that Corbyn
has been less than convincing in
his time as party leader. Even his
predecessor and the Leader of the
Party in Scotland have suggested it
may be time for him to go. It must
come as a bit of a wake-up call when
even the likes of Kezia Dugdale and
Ed Miliband reckon that you’re not
up to the job.
Over in Europe, the mood of the
British nation was completely
misinterpreted. By the England
football team, who seemed to be
under the impression that fiftytwo per cent of the population had
voted for them to leave Europe at
the earliest possible opportunity,
even if it meant doing something
utterly unheard of such as losing to a
country the size of Dundee.
Of course, not everyone in the
UK voted to leave. Ninety-six per
cent of the people of Gibraltar, for
example voted ‘remain’. This mainly
due to the fact that they live in a
place that very much resembles
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Britain in the 1970s, and their only
taste of the future is when they
drive over the border into Spain.
Northern Ireland likewise turned
their backs on the past, as only the
most violent extremist would want
to go back to 1972 in that part of the
world.
And, of course, Scotland also voted
to stay part of Europe. This is
partly because we have embraced
Europe and Europeans, and we
feel solidarity with the other
small nations of the Continent.
Furthermore, modern Scotland is
now home to people from many
countries and we have welcomed
them into our hearts. Indeed, on
the Monday after Brexit, I was in a
pub in Leith watching the England v
Iceland Euro 2016 game. It was only
when the final whistle blew, that I
realised virtually everyone in the
pub was Icelandic.
It now looks likely that Scotland
will hold a second independence
referendum which is already making
‘no’ voters hot under the collar, as
they remind us that Alex Salmond
promised that the 2014 Indyref
would be a “once in a generation
event”. However, this is Scotland,
a country where the concept of
a generation is fairly fluid. If you
can be pregnant at thirteen and
dead by fifty-seven, four years in a
generation. And very few of us can
remember 1972.
Vladimir McTavish will be appearing
at The Stand Comedy Club,
Edinburgh at 7.30 every night from
Thursday 4 to Sunday 28 August
(except Monday 15) as part of
the 2016 Edinburgh Fringe www.
outstandingtickets.com
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 Trade Union Recognition
agreements on all construction
sites
 Adherence to collective agreements
 Direct employment
 No blacklisting
 No public contracts for blacklisters
 No Bogus self employment or
umbrella schemes
 Protect skills
 Proper apprenticeships
The Rank & File was born out of an attack on the skills of electricians in 2011 by eight of the
major mechanical and electrical construction companies in the UK. We have also been in the
forefront in the fight against blacklisting with our partners, the Blacklist Support Group. We seek
the adherence of collective agreements on all construction sites and recognition of all elected
shop stewards and safety reps. The Rank & File, who is made up mostly of Unite members but
also count members of GMB and Ucatt among our ranks, are determined to change the face of
construction for the benefit of working people by transforming the attitudes of companies in the
industry to realise the benefits of having an organised workforce. To do this we need the
assistance of clients such as the Scottish government, local authorities, NHS and Scotland’s
Universities and Colleges through their procurement processes, in line with the Scottish
government’s Fair Work Framework.

Together we can make a difference.
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 Health & Safety
Contact:

Email: scottishrankandfile@gmail.com
Unite Scottish Rank and File
@ScotRankFile

